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14.5 REPORTS 2011
Sunday, 9th January 2011
!!! SNOW- WOLVES!!!

the next application. It was „quite more normally" day
for us.
January 2011
PROJECT: get the one’s from the streets, who
want it

A report by Mico Potpara
A report of Mico Potpara
During the 2nd World War there were "the sea
wolves" who chased their victims on all oceans.
Now we, Sasha Oberhauser, Herbert Böck and I,
are the „Attensam Snow-Wolves“.
Wolves are prey hunters and our "prey" is the snow.
We always get one step behind after, nevertheless,
everywhere. However, this is not always simple! Need
an example?
On 9th January, our small snowplough failed. So, the
command occurred: „Everything by hand!“ Two men,
two shovels, a big surface and a lot of snow. After
many hours snow shovelling, we are all totally exhausted. In the full sense of the word and more than
gladly to fall in the bed. For our supervisor, it’s not going that well. He makes after our work still his controls,
if everything is fine. I ask to him jokingly: „Does your
wife still know how you look like?“ He answers to me
only with a tired smile, but it is not the smile of an
amusing man (at this moment). Otherwise, however,
he prefers to be an amusing guy!

My name is Mico Potpara and I would like to describe with pleasure how I came to the company
Attensam. It is a project between CSLI/Attensam
and Attensam/CSLI. Beforehand I would also like
to say that I am a homeless. It certainly was not
easy at all to tackle this project.
But my Commander Wolfgang Steinhardt and the
company Attensam agreed to accommodate three
homeless in the company Attensam. I am one of them.
The first step to a normal life is done. The CSLI and
my Commander have shown me that it’s possible if
one really wants and the company Attensam has put
another one on it while she accepted me as person
and not as homeless. When I was affiliated with the
CSLI and got after some time even my „second lieutenant CSLI uniform“, I was very proud.
I might wear it since that time approx. for 10 times and
every time he fetched me he said: „Uniform is flawless“
only with the tie and the cap he accessed pitilessly to
direct them to me. I learnt from it and today he says:
„Now everything is flawless!“ I had learnt and had
made it right! Now I was really proud! This is exactly
my plan with the company Attensam.
To be able to say with pride: „I work with pleasure for
this company, because I have learnt from understanding superiors, not only have belonged, but have also
moved it.“ I thank my Commander, the CSLI, the company Attensam and their employees there for the
chances compulsory to me.

The "Scheewölfe" (f.l.t.r.) MCpl CSLI Sasha Oberhauser and
MStfSgt CSLI Herbert Böck.

The next day, after only few hours of sleep and still
dog-tired, the order to a control run comes. Whacked
we drive off, our supervisor behind after. But it does
not last long and he is contented with us. We have well
cleared up and must make up almost nothing. So
again, from in the bed and get a good night's sleep for
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Rupert Prohaska at a "motivation control" during the first snowmission (here with Herbert StfSgt CSLI Böck).
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The time up to the beginning of the event was used for
exchange of ideas about „ all the world and his wife “
and in particular about the UNION LAZARUS, everyone who already once has felt restricted in a program
by protocol and agenda, knows that after a meeting in
the unofficial part mostly more is carried out, than in
the official one.
The conference itself began solemnly with a flag-parade to the sounds of the “Pappenheimmarsch” (the
official march of the UNION LAZARUS) by Michael
Haydn. Then Union Commander Steinhardt introduced the new organisational structure of the UNION
LAZARUS.

Our CSLI "command vehicle" with Rupert Prohaska.

And, after I am famous as "joker" (I hope you apologize), quite special thanks go to “Mister Winter". Because, without winter there would be no snow and I
would have no job without Mr. Winter!
Friday, 25th to Saturday, 26th of February 2011
Siofok/Hungarian in 2011: CSLI now also in Hungary established!
Within the scope of the 1st International CSLI conference in Siofok/Hungarian Hungary, the CSLI
Hungary (CSLH), under the motto "solidarity-helpresponsibility", became founded. Delegations
from Czechia, Slovakia, Malta, Austria, Germany,
England, the USA and Canada could be welcomed.
With the conference taken place on the 25th and 26th
of February the presidium of the CSLI-H has been chosen by the present members eligible to vote unanimously:
President
Béla Danielisz
st
1 Vice President
Zoltán Hossó
nd
2 VP and special duties Dr. Ferenc Tóth
Board members
Antal Kékes,
Zoltán Schäffer
Already the day before, the delegation of the Lazarus
Union (Union Commander and President Wolfgang
Steinhardt, Federal Commander CSLA Wolfgang
Leithner, treasurer CSLA Josef Maria Gebel and deputy Secretary General LU Christoph Ptak) arrived at
Siófok, on the south shore lake Balaton. Unfortunately,
our union Vice President and President CSLA Dr. Martina Mitter was job-related blocked to take part in this
conference. The LAZARUS HELP AUSTRIA was represented by federal secretary Ernst Stejskal and area
manager Mario Kreiner.
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Afterwards President Danielisz, representative of the
capital of Budapest and chairperson of the board of
directors for public order and security, explained his
ambitious visions of the future activities of the CSLH.
His commitment and that, what he has set up in the
shortest time deserves praise and recognition.
A presentation about the 4th CSLI flight day the in
Stockerau pointed to the conference members, what
you have to consider with big events and that not only
the necessary “loose cash”, but above all an exact
planning and preparation and the cooperation of many
voluntary assistants contribute to the success.
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The speech of Mrs. Jósefné Krén, manager of the elementary school József Attila in Budapest was impressive. In a " school experiment " problem children
are made, beside the normal education, in project
works with the values of the knighthood.
A special problem might be the security need of the
population in Hungary, therefore Internationally Auxiliary Police Association (IAPA) and her Hungarian
branch organisation has been also introduced within
the scope of the conference the by their 1st Vice President, Mr. Zoltán Hossó.

A presentation of the Hungarian fire organisation and
the comparison with other European fire brigades has
shown, that also in this area a lot can be still done. The
fact, that the Austrian Fire Brigades were emphasised
as exemplary, pleased us very much!
No conference may be finished without honour: The
new elected President of the CSLH, Danielisz Béla
was distinguished by union President Wolfgang Steinhardt with the “CSLI Commanders Cross of the Cross
of Merit”. This decoration should be recognition for the
up to now performed work, but also stimulus for a successful activity in future.

After the official end of the conference, an impressive
vehicle and achievement show, was presented in the
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parking bay of the hotel by the companions of the Hungarian and the Slovak fire brigade, with whom before
an official agreement of cooperation and friendship
with the CSLH was signed solemnly (and for me the
shown hovercraft showed the sensation).

This establishment of the Corps Saint Lazarus International-Hungary (CSLH) is another important landmark for the worldwide spreading of the CSLI and its
example. We are proud of our committed companions
from Hungary!
Saturday, 12th & Sunday, the 13th of March 2011
“Go Modelling 2011” of the IPMS-Austria
CSLI Naval Group presents itself in the Museum of
Military History.
Once again, the “Go Modelling” of the IPMS Austria
(International Plastic Modellers Society) presented itself in the Museum of Military History as a welcome
possibility to get an extensive overview about the
model construction all-around of Austria. As a nice addition, one had to at this busy week-end the possibility
in the midst of the busy activity also to marvel the
rooms of the Museum of Military History. The “tankgarden” was opened this week-end and the friends of
military vehicle could not only admire very nice models
at the stand of the model construction HSV, but also
in sunny weather the originals.
More than 3,500 visitors could profit from it. With the
special topic "air liners" the organizer could score. A
30-metre-long runway was equipped with "disembarked" models and gave thus an impressive overview
about these airplane models. Not only the friends of
the flying were inspired again by the “Go Modelling”,
also the friends of the navy have created a regularplace in the naval hall of the Museum of Military History. The different associations presented themselves
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together and provided with pleasure interesting information about the past of our glorious history at sea.
As associations the friends of historical ships (FHS),
the Austrian naval association (ÖMV), in particular the
naval comradeship Admiral Archduke Franz Ferdinand, was represented. Dr. Prof. Walter Rieck showed
again his luxurious models faithful to detail from the
k.u.k Navy. From the “Wiener Donauraum Ländern
und Ufer Betriebs- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft” one
could marvel a model of the „Twin city liner“, and get
in the mood already for a trip.

knowledge. Mannheim is also called “square town”,
and instead of street names, the blocks of houses are
named, peculiarly, but one finds its way easily. (more
on Wikipedia “square town”). At the Mannheim castle,
builds in 18th century, we were welcomed by city-councillor Bernd Kupfer in representation of the prevented
chief mayor. The lunch in the restaurant “Kurfürst”, a
typically Mannheim inn, gave us opportunity to taste
the specialities of Baden.
Then the highlight of the friendship party was the investiture of four knights in the “Ökumenische
Bruderschaft vom Heiligen Grab zu Jerusalem”
(COSSH). In a holy mass, celebrated by Great Prior
Abbot-Bishop Don Klaus Schlapps OPR, Roland
Schwantes, Bernd Höhle, Mark Flensted Stetkaer and
Ryszard Janusz Cwikla were invested in the brotherhood.
Ceremonious end of the friendship party was a gala
evening, with that, as usual and from quite a lot longingly expected, honours were carried out. To my surprise I was also distinguished with the „Cross of Merit
1st Class in Gold“. After the official part, even smaller
and bigger groups were formed, which still talked to
late in the early morning brilliantly.

For the first time, the new “Naval Comradeship Vice
Admiral Archduke Ferdinand Max”, also looked after
the worth seeing exhibition of the ÖMV.

Saturday, the 2nd April 2011

Friday, 25th to Saturday, 26th of March 2011
International friendship party of the “Freundeskreises Hoch- und Deutschmeister Mannheim/Baden„
On the past week-end the international friendship
party of the FK HuDM took place. Delegates and
companions from Sweden, Denmark, Poland, Hungary, Romania, Italy, Malta, Austria and Germany
met in Mannheim to celebrate together for the purposes of the border-covering friendship between
nations.

Investiture of the Grand Priory of Hungary of the
Hospitaller Order of St. Lazarus of Jerusalem in
the castle Fenyöharaszt/Hungary
As we are already used to it, a journey to Hungary
means to get up very early. We, this are Union
Commander CSLI Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt, Gen CSLI Josef Maria Gebel and LtGen CSLI
Christoph Ptak.
Already shortly after five o'clock the trip starts, first
time officially on the way with the new command vehicle of the LAZARUS UNION.

Already with the first event, a common dinner, there
was richly opportunity to be able to welcome old
friends and to make friends. My wife and I, who knew
none of the participants of this event before personally, were welcomed in an earnest and heartfelt way,
it was like, as if we knew everybody already since long
time.
The next day officially the friendship party began with
a walk through the old town of Mannheim and President Martin Wiegand could prove his historical
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Pasted of course promotionally effective with the
stroke "disaster help" and the CSLI logo, the personal
licence plate “W-CSLI 1” may not be absent. At Austro-Hungarian border, where the police carried out personal controls and carriage controls, we could pass
without problems.

Already before the beginning of the ceremonies there
was opportunity to renew old friendships and make
new friends.

The companions of a Polish traditional unity who make available
themselves over and over again as a standard-bearer of the flags
of the participant organisations wait in the spring sun for their
mission.

With 1st International CSLI Conference in February
2011 in Siofok, companions of fire brigade and water
rescue from Slovakia have also met, to found their own
CSLI country organisation. Hence, Lazarus Union has
donated a flag, which was handed over by Union Commanders Steinhardt and MjrGen CSLI Béla Danielisz
to BgdrGen CSLI Jan Culka solemnly. Also, some
members of this relief organisation were distinguished
by our union commander.

Also honour and honouring’s may not be absent! Of
his big surprise, our Union Commander was appointed
the honorary member of the IBSSA (Internationally
bodyguard and Security of service association) and received also a suitable identity card and the “Merit
Medal in Gold” lent.

CSLI Hungary, under the command of MjrGen CSLI
Béla Danielisz exists only for just one year, however,
it has become within short time an efficient organisation. In cooperation with the Order of St. Lazarus (Hospitaller Order of St. Lazarus of Jerusalem, United
Grand Priories) humanitarian projects are implemented and also events like this are arranged together.
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Saturday, the 30th of April 2011
Blessing of the association flag and the new decorations of the Austrian Naval Association
On the 30th of April at 10.30 o'clock the ceremonious blessing of the new association flag of the
Austrian Naval Association and hand-embroidered flag tapes, personally donated by the President of the Austrian Naval Association Col ret.
Baurat h.c. Dipl.-Ing. Karl Skrivanek, by H.E. Military Bishop Christian Werner, took place in the
Viennese “Stiftskirche”.
As new and latest association member, our Naval
Comradeship „Vice Admiral Archduke Ferdinand MaxCSLI“ had donated this new association flag and Mag.
Hildegard Habsburg-Lothringen has taken over the job
of the flag godmother in commendable manner.

Our naval comradeship was also entrusted with the
job to prepare this festive ceremony. Of course, that
our naval comradeship with the entire board of directors (Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt (representative), Dr. Med. Martina Mitter (deputy representative),
Christoph Ptak (secretary), Wolfgang Leithner (treasurer) and Josef Maria Gebel (auditor)), was represented.
After the moving in of the clergy, the representative of
the naval comradeship „Vice Admiral Archduke Ferdinand Max-CSLI“ handed over the flag to the President
of the Austrian Naval Association.
The President of the Austrian Naval Association Col
ret. Baurat h.c. Dipl.-Ing. Karl Skrivanek could welcome, as guests of honour: Archduke Markus Habsburg-Lothringen, the acting chief of staff of the Austrian Federal Army LtGen Mag. Christian Segur-Cabanac, the commander of the Logistics School Bgdr Dieter Jocham, the acting military commander of Vienna
Col Gerhard Skalvy and the doyen's officer of the Military Command Vienna Col ret. Adolf Neidhart. Also, a
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big deputation of the LAZARUS UNION and the Corps
Saint Lazarus Austria-CSLA, cited by the Secretary
General of the LAZARUS UNION Erich Kadlec and the
Secretary General CSLA Robert Eiserle, took part in
this ceremony.
In this festival event, overall, 13 flag deputations and
14 naval comradeships have taken part in the ceremony.
Also, our new Naval Comradeship and the CSLA were
represented with their new flags. LtCol CSLI Wolfgang
Sax took over the command over the flag block, who
provided substantially for the fact that the traditional
flag ceremonial was kept perfectly and was carried
out.

The new honouring of the Austrian Naval Association
"Viribus Unitis", for which already a general permission to the uniform of the Austrian Federal Army was
given, were also blest by the military bishop.
Musically this flag blessing and festival mass was
even more impressive than the ceremonial. Thus, the
wind quartet of the guard music played fascinating and
professionally the new fanfare of the Austrian Naval
Association, composed by Prof. Stefan Hausmann, in
a way that everyone “got goose pimples”. However,
the musical climax was Franz Schubert’s „Ave of Maria“, sung by Veronika Groiss.

Before the final blessing one more wreath-laying ceremony, by the clergy and the presidium of the Austrian
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Naval Association, occurred in front of the commemorative plaque for the fallen comrades of the Austrian
Navy, accompanied by the song „the good companion“.
The ceremony was concluded with it and after final
blessing and the "Laudate Dominum", chanted by Mrs.
Veronika Groiss, the exit occurred. Pleasantly, for us
as new marine comradeship, were the comments of
the guests and companion present: „… this was the
best festive mass we might experience for ten years
…“.
In memory of this day every flag deputation received a
flag tape and afterwards all participants were handed
a commemorative document.
Greetings of the President to the flag blessing on
the 30th of April
A report of the Naval Comradeship Vice Admiral
Archduke Ferdinand Max, CSLI
High clergy, with big joy I welcome particularly our
dear Army Bishop of Austria, Christian Werner and
thank H.E. that he gives us this holy mass in which the
new traditional flag and also the new decorations of
the ÖMV, the naval crosses, "Viribus Unitis" are blest.
Solemn Assembly and guests of honour from home
and abroad, whom you distinguish to us - the ÖMV on this special day the new honorary flag of our association will be blest, by your presence.
I may welcome dear companions of the Austrian Federal Army, on behalf for all present companions of the
ÖBH LtGen Mag. Christian Segur-Cabanac personally
and thank also warmly for the valuable consultation in
the creation of the new insignia.
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groups! Thanks for your participation in this festival
fair.
Our new flag should reflect the great centuries old
Austrian naval tradition and with it the great achievements of the Austrian Navy, also their expeditions - we
think on the trip of the S.M.S.„ Novara“ around the
earth in 1857-1859 or the „expedition to the North Pole
in 1872-1874 and many other missions of ships of the
k.u.k. Navy to Asia or the Middle East trip of Emperor
Franz Joseph on the occasion of the opening of the
Suez Canal in 1869. However, we also think on the
great age of the Austrian merchant fleet, the merchant
ships and passenger liners - the Austrian Lloyd, the
Austria America's line. Hence, we are grateful, that the
honoured spouse of our ÖMV honorary member Archduke Markus Salvator - our companion of MK Prince
Eugene, Ried/Innkreis- AD Hildegard has taken over
the job of the flag godmother, and with it the link to
k.u.k. Austria and its glorious navy understandably is
given. We thank you for the big honour!
Flags are also decorated with flag ribbons. Such flag
ribbons are dedicated often by authorities, associations and individuals. Also to the today's occasion, a
special ribbon as well as a particularly formed commemorative sheet, which will be handed over to the
standard-bearers and guests of honour in memory of
this day, was dedicated.
I say particularly thanks to the representative our new
MK “Vice Admiral AD Ferdinand Max-CSLI”, Senator
h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt who has donated the new
flag and has proved with it a special sign of the friendly
commitment with the ÖMV. Thanks - dear Wolfgang to you and yours, our MK EFM - "Viribus Unitis"!
Flags are valid as symbols of the community!
A report by Col ret. Ing. Karl Skrivanek, President
ÖMV

Dear naval companions, whom you have come today
from all 15 naval comradeships of the ÖMV to the JVV
2011 to Vienna, dear companions of the Austrian Veterans Association and from the military-historical
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Everybody knows about the symbolism of the flag, primarily, the feeling of the togetherness and the „equality under the flag“. The flag forms with it an ideal value
concept. And she is valid as a presentation sign, also
as a token of the representation. Their meaning also
arose from the narrow connection of the troop to her
flag as a symbol of the military honour and loyalty.
Hence, the today's soldier also performs the oath of
allegiance on the Republic of Austria. And our flag is
blest in the same sense as it were the symbol of our
community, and - strengthen the tradition after - today
ecclesiastically, our common characteristic in the spirit
of "Viribus Unitis".
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During former centuries flags were also lent as honouring for special achievements and also today the
flag godmother is a symbol for a special disposition
linked to the community - in our case just the connection of the house Habsburg with k.u.k. Navy or in general with the Austrian naval tradition and with it with
the ÖMV. Thus, beside the coat of arms of the ÖMV
and the lettering "Viribus Unitis" the flag of the k.u.k.
Navy is embedded in the blue cloth.

In contrast to the red-white-red national flag of Austria
which stepped only with the foundation of the republic
in 1918 to the place of the black-yellow colours of the
empire, the red-white-red sea flag decreases to Emperor Josef II. It was introduced on the 20th of March
1786 and showed in the white middle stripe the Austrian shield in gold, above that a simplistic golden
king's crown occupied with pearls.
Apart from some slight changes this k.u.k. Sea flag remained for 132 years - up to the fall of the Austro-Hungarian Empire - incessantly in use. With including
these traditional symbols, the ÖMV reflects consciously the Austrian naval tradition. In the sign of the
dolphin, we have erected, last year, a monument as a
symbol of the friendship on sea and the nautical togetherness in a United Europe, on the Danube at the
“Reichsbrücke”. Also, this has similar symbolic character.
With the laying down of a wreath at the end of the service, in this church at the monument for the fallen, we
want to remembrance all companions recalled “to the
last anchorage”.
Saturday, the 30th of April 2011
Annual general meeting of the ÖMV
After the flag blessing of the new flag of the Ö.M.V.
in the “Stifstkirche” in the morning the annual
general meeting 2011 started on Saturday 30th of
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April from 14 to 17 o'clock in the “Restaurant Bierhof Hopferl” in Vienna.
The management of the event had Ö.M.V. President
Karl A. Skrivanek. Beside the presidium of the Ö.M.V.
19 delegates eligible to vote came as a representative
of 12 naval comradeships. It was pleasing that a bigger number of other companions was interested in the
meeting, so that a total of approx. 60 people took part
in the annual general meeting.
After the greeting by President Skrivanek, the agenda
was extended by an agenda item, to enable the election of Mag. Markus S. Habsburg-Lothringen in the
presidium.
Our honorary member Markus Habsburg-Lothringen
was already co-opted 3rd of July 2010 as a representative for public relations in the presidium. The vote on
this appointment by the JVV proved the vast majority.
President Skrivanek gave a detailed report on the activities taken place in the expired year and then came
on the future events. The treasurer Dr. Weichselbaum
reported, that 2010 could be concluded with positive
account balance, and is given for 2011 a well-balanced budget in the same scale as in 2010. The auditors Willa and Assam confirmed the objective and
computational correctness of the financial conduct of
the ÖMV and made the application to discharge the
presidium, to which was agreed by the meeting unanimously.

Afterwards Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt introduced the new Viennese naval comradeship „Vice Admiral Archduke Ferdinand Max, CSLI“ to the ÖMV.
The MK arises from the international LAZARUS UNION with worldwide approx. 11,000 members, among
them, also naval comradeships. The LAZARUS UNION operates especially in the social sector and the
support people in need of care. Beside the care of the
Austrian naval tradition in the ÖMV, social questions
are furthermore a concern of the MK-EFM.
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There was the first application in the ÖMV took place
with the IMC “Youth Sail Camp” in July 2011 where the
MK-EFM provided among other things also the attending physician. The new comradeship was greeted by
the meeting.
After three hours of intensive being together of the representatives of the community ÖMV President
Skrivanek thanked for the numerous presence as well
as the active participation and closed the meeting.
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1st Day
If the weather felt still relatively chilly with the take-off
in Vienna, it was clear to us with landing approach, that
the next day’s will be sunny. This time we did not stay
in the centre of Valetta/Floriana but in Bugibba/Qawra
(Saint Paul' Bay), earlier a small fishing village, today
a rather loud tourist centre, preferred by Britons.

Thursday, 5th to Monday, 9th of May 2011
Investiture of the Hospitaller Order of St. Lazarus
of Jerusalem
An Austrian delegation also took part in the ceremonious Investiture of the Hospitaller Order of St.
Lazarus of Jerusalem in Valetta. The trip lasted
from the 5th to the 9th of May.

With the transfer to the hotel, I recognize again the
fields ring-fenced with stones, very often framed with
cacti ("Ohrwaschelkaktus"). As conspicuously the cultivated floral decoration in the traffic islands - in Malta
rules extreme water shortage!

Participants were: Union President Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt, CSLA President Lady Dr. Martina
Mitter (Great Prioress of Austria), Secretary General
Erich Kadlec (Chancellor), Secretary General Christoph Ptak and Hannelore Ptak, furthermore CSLA
treasurer Josef Maria Gebel, CSLA dep. treasurer Lucia Sabolova and representative of the management
Dr. Gabriel Halat. Our President organised our visiting
programme again quite masterfully.
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Our first excursion leads us to Mdina in the western
centre of the island, the first one of the former capitals
of Malta. The medieval cityscape is dominated by car
free narrow lanes and the palaces and churches
erected from the sandy-coloured limestone, typical for
Malta. The town walk was connected with a shopping
stroll, numerous souvenir stores invite to the buying.
Unfortunately, the cathedral St Paul was closed. We
were there also one day too early, because on the
week-end a big Middle Ages party took place. A little
bit tiredly we returned in our hotel.
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2nd Day
For this day, we rented a taxi. Mosta was our first destination, nine kilometres away from Valetta. The environs lie in a fertile level, at least for Maltese’s standards. Malta. Here we visited the Rotunda Santa Marija
Assunta. The Ascension of Virgin Mary church, generally known Rotunda of Mosta, has the fourth largest
church dome of the world and shows a diameter of 39
metres. The architect's plan was sketched by the Maltese master builder Grognet de Vassè and is influenced by the pantheon in Rome.
The Rotunda was built during the years from 1833 to
1871 by only 6 master builders as well as with the help
of the population which also arose for the financing. To
save money, the dome was established without scaffolding. Today the interior is held in blue, gold and
white as a whole and has space for 12,000 visitors.
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as main harbour. In 1565 the Turkish fleet dropped anchor with the siege of Malta here. We are passing Birzebbuga, whose harbour developed during the last
years to the third most important transhipment port of
the Mediterranean area, due to its direct location on
main routes of the world-wide freight transport (in particular of the European Asian traffic). Marsaxlokk, near
to Delimara houses the newest power station of Malta.
The power station started running in 1992. The view
to the small harbour, the rest of the sea and the sunshine made the lunch a special experience.

The next destination was Ghar Dalam (Cave of the
Darkness), a karst cave. It’s is close to Birzebbuga,
about 500 metres away from the Saint George' Bay. It
has a maximum width of 18 metres, is up to 6 metres
high and leads about 200 metres deep back in the
sandstone rocks.
The journey continues to the Blue Grotto. Near the airport we are also confronted with the effects of the
fights in North Africa. We drive past a refugee camp, a
town from containers and tents. The Blue Grotto is located in the southwest of the island close to Zurrieq
and is exclusive accessible from the sea.
From Wied iz-Zurrieq, a fjord-like bay from where one
reaches about Zurrieq, tourist boats drive down a short
route along the cliffs, before they enter in several grottos. The cave system exists of six halls from what the
Blue Grotto is biggest and most impressive. It is about
90 m long, 40 m high and has two entrances. The water is very clear and gleams in the sunlight sky-blue.
This is due to the blue algae seeming here. It was an
impressive adventure.
For lunch we go to Marsaxlokk, a fishing village and a
county with 3.241 inhabitants. It is between the headland Delimara Point and Benghisa Point. In the antiquity, it served the Phoenicians and later the Romans
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The cave has great importance for archaeology. In its
lower layers, which show an age of more than 500,000
years, brisk bone of midget elephants and Hippopotamus melitensis were found. Both species became extinct on Malta about 180,000 years ago. Besides, fossils of bears, wolves, gigantic swans and red deer,
which became extinct about 18,000 years ago, were
rescued. All animal findings seem to be of European
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origin what gives an impression to the fact that Malta
was connected once with the European mainland (Sicily) and not, as often assumed with Africa.
In the cultivated gardens, we could marvel at some botanical rarities: the national tree, threatened by the extinction, Sictus tree. Also, the national flower, Maltese
Rock-centaury or Widnet il Bahar (Cheirolophus crassifolius). We have also seen the carob tree or in Austria “Bockshörndlbaum”. Our day main focus was the
big harbour round trip, start in Sliema.
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seat of the order, occurred the ceremonious investiture.

Participants from different countries were present.
With joy, we could welcome our CSLI members from
Hungary and England. Also, we made acquaintance of
our CSLI Commander in Thailand. We could also welcome other friends from Hungary of other orders.
The move in the basilica had to occur in small frame,
because the street was occupied by the fans of the
F.C. Valetta. Because this week-end the final of the
championship took place. Valetta has won of course.
Grand Harbour Malta is one of the biggest natural harbours of Europe and reaches depths from about 4 km.
Its side arms stretch more than 3 km deep into the inland of the island and divides off many bays and small
peninsulas. Together with the sporting- and ferry harbour Marsamxett Harbour it encloses the capital of Valetta and separates it from the "Cottonera" called cities
of Senglea, Vittorosia and Cospiua. It stretches along
the walls of the different town fortresses of Valletta and
is today an important economic harbour. It was already used in Byzantine time as a place of transhipment. "Malta Drydocks" are a second largest dockyard
of Europe.
The journey by the old coaches was again an adventure - open door, noise and high speed. The white-orange-yellow coaches are mostly several decades old,
taken out of service in England. They are all private
property, mostly owned by the drivers themselves.
Fares and departure times are fixed centrally. It is subtracted after driven kilometres.
The prices are astonishing: 47 cents per zone. After
this daily schedule, we were glad to be back again to
our hotel.
3rd Day
This was the official day. By coach we were brought to
Valetta. In the basilica Santo Domenico, the spiritual
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After the holy mass, the real ceremony took place in
the chapter hall. The investiture was headed by the
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Great Chancellor of the order, H.E. Chevalier Dr. Massimo J. Ellul; also present was the Supreme Grand
Prior H.E. Chevalier Richard Comyns of Ludston
GCLJ GCMLJ - Grand Priory of Scotland. At the moment, the order is represented to more than 30 countries and has approx. 4,000 members. In the near future, even six other new Priories will join.

For us it was a great day. Last year our CSLA President Lady Dr. Martina Mitter was confirmed as a Grand
prior of the Grand Priory of Austria and was taken up
in the Supreme Grand Council of "United Grand Priories of the Hospitaller Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem".
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One of the highlights of the Investiture was this year
the ceremonious and official inauguration in her office
as a Great Prioress of Austria and the presentation of
the chain of office. Our chancellor Erich Kadlec experienced his inauguration as a chancellor of the Grand
Priory of Austria last year in Budapest.

Our Union Commander was also appointed Colonel of
the „Special Rescue Group Saint Lazarus Corps“. This
organisation is from now on also a member in the CSLI
and the Union Commander handed the certificate of
appointment as well as the official member's document of the Organisation as CSLI member to the commander of this unity.
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With a small private town stroll, (finally), this time we
also found the cathedral of St Paul open. A really imposing and worth seeing sacred construction.
The official programme was finished with a gala dinner
at the Grand Hotel of Excelsior, our hotel last year. The
coach brought us back to our hotel.
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We were invited to a final reception by the mayor of
Zebbug, Alfred Grixti, in the club house „Banda 12th
May“. A bar, worthy of notice, not to compare with the
club houses usual in Austria.
On the side lines of this event, our Union Commander
spontaneously handed the “Cross of Honour of the
Union Commander“ (it was lent before only twice) to
the mayor Grixti, who has already proved himself several times as a perfect host. In return, our Union Commander received the town coat of arms from Zebbug.
Would be still to be mentioned that a total of 16 mayors
of Malta and Gozo are also members in the Hospitaller
Order of St. Lazarus of Jerusalem and therefore also
members of the CSLI. The coach brought us to Valetta, an individual sight-seeing programme was announced. The day ended with a common dinner.

In the evening we were invited by the archbishop San
Filep Ta‘Haz-Zebbug and the presidium „Banda 12th
May“ to a premiere of the oratorio „Philip of Agura”.
Impressively the church as well as the music. Following we could carry on with the composer of this miraculous oratorio, Raymond Mahony, a conversation.
Tired we went to bed.
4th Day
The coach picked us up again, to bring us again to
Zebbug. As an official act, the exposure of a commemorative stone, in memory of the “International Conference on Urbane Security in Europe” occurred. Organizer was the „European Forum for Urbane Security“. In
this organisation, our Hungarian friends are playing a
leading role, and our Union Commander received only
recently the dignity of an honorary member.
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5th Day
Today we had to get up early. At five o'clock we went
with the taxi to the airport. Last chance for a last view
of the Maltese scenery. After the usual waiting on the
airport it went back to Vienna. Wonderful, unforgettable days came to an end.
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Tuesday, the 10th May 2011
Requiem for Art.Dir. Karl Halama
10th

On the
of May the requiem for the late organizer of the annual Viennese “Kaiserfest”, Karl
Halama, who died on Good Friday, took place in
the parish church Rudolfsheim.

The requiem was donated and organised by the brotherhood of the Holy Archangel Michael. Several associations and groups of worshippers which appeared on
the place before the church followed the invitation of
the brotherhood. Shortly before 19 o'clock the funeral
procession marched in together with the clerics and
the assistance to the church. All together hundred
people came to the service for our late friend. The
mass was worshiped by Msgr. Priest GR Franz
Fischer. To him assisted deacon Michael Wimmer
from the archdiocese Vaduz and the minister of the
Albanian municipality Don Pren Kola.
Beside the representatives of the Lazarus Union, the
“Deutschmeister Schützenkorps” and knights of the
Order of Saint Michael also took part in the requiem.
Following the brotherhood of the holy archangel Michael invited to a benefit performance reception in the
parochial hall. With red wine and bread the close
friends of Karl Halama collected for his befitting funeral.
Friday, the 13th of May 2011
Day of the guard
The guard of the Austrian Federal Army celebrates
traditionally in the middle of May its birthday, because on the 15th of May 1957, the temporary “Border Guard Department 1” of the new Federal Army
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was officially renamed as “Guard Battalion Vienna”.
The guard is a Unit which is stationed exclusively in
the Maria's Theresia barracks in Vienna and finds use
for representation duties as well as an infantry unit for
the protection of the Austrian Federal President and
the Federal Government. The guard consist of the 1st
to 4th Guard company, its staff company and the guard
music, and has in spite of its battalion size regimental
status. From four company’s maximum two are active
as guards of honour and take over the military representation duties for the Federal President or the Federal Government (accreditations, honorary burials and
receipts with military honour). The guard differs by
scarlet Barrett as well as the drill with the StG 58 (Austrian battle rifle that was based on the famous Belgian
FAL) from the other units of the Federal Army.

The traditional day was committed this year especially
festively, nevertheless, it was a matter a jubilee to celebrate: Exactly 50 years ago the mayor, at that time
and head of the state government of Vienna and later
Federal President, Dr. h.c. Franz Jonas donated a” silver signal horn of honour”, the insignia of the guard.
The first President of the Viennese sate parliament,
Prof. Hary Kopietz, held the speech in representation
of the Viennese mayor and head of the state government of Vienna, Dr. Michael Häupl.
About 500 soldiers, non-commissioned officers and officers had lined up in the inner courtyard of the Maria's
Theresia barracks to commit the celebration, and
among many guests of honour from Federal Army,
politics and economy there was General Edmund Entacher, who was welcomed with prolonged applause.
In the speeches, it was expelled over and over again
to the present discussion about the general conscription, however, all speakers stressed that over all party
borders, a model must be found which corresponds to
the needs of Republic of Austria and its population,
however, also internationally.
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After the official festivities, there were the most different presentations of the wide spectrum of the everyday life of a guard soldier. Particularly the show drill
was marvelled and was cheered by many guests, relatives and friends of the soldiers.
Saturday, the 14th of May 2011
This time in the early morning hours of the 14th of
May five honourable men came along, without "ladies" on the way to Château Béla, Slovakia

Today the new lanyards were also introduced to the
public and blest by MilOKur Harald Tripp. We are especially proud, that we might also distinguish numerous officers and non-commissioned officers with decorations of the Lazarus Union within the scope of this
ceremony.

The guard makes available itself over and over again
for humanitarian actions, I may remind there of the
campaign “Licht ins Dunkle” (“Light into the darkness”), spring concert, arcade concert and many other
events where the guard is a fixed component and
guarantor for the success.
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Here the big and ceremonious investiture of the
"Sovereign Order of Saint John of Jerusalem,
Knights of Malta". took place. Because of an EU
conference the ceremony was moved from Gödöll.

Aboard (f.l.t.r..) are: The Grand Master of the "CSLI Knighthood
of Honour" H.E. Chevalier Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt,
Chevalier Wolfgang Leitner, Chevalier Christoph Ptak, Chevalier
Erich Kadlec (Chancellor of the Grand Priory of Austria of the
Hospitaller Order of St. Lazarus of Jerusalem, United Grand Priories) and Chevalier Josef Maria Gebel.

The journey on the highway, passing Gyor in the direction to Budapest, is already familiar to us. Further it
goes to Komárom/Komárno. On both sides of the divided city we find labels and local boards in Slovak and
Hungarian. Finally, via Štúrovo we arrive at Béla.
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Just arrived we meet our friends Count Sir George
Popper, the head of government and lieutenant general of "Sovereign Order of Saint John of Jerusalem,
Knights of Malta" and Lady Anna, both members of the
CSLI Knighthood of Honour.
Lady Anna invites us for the breakfast, finally, again
an English Breakfast in wonderful ambience, we enjoy
it. Later our Hungarian and Slovak companions and
friends arrive, whom we welcome warmly. The official
programme begins at 11 o'clock.

We proceed in the former tournament court. Here our
companions of the "Komplexná centrálna záchranná
slu.ba" took place. The commander of the unity, Gen
Ján Culka (BgdrGen CSLI) made his report and explains his organisation.
It is this the élite unity of the civil disaster auxiliary service in Slovakia. Founded in 2000 it encloses 103 voluntary members and 135 members on service contract. Since the foundation 13 foreign assignments
were also finished. We are proud that this élite unity
counts now also to the members CSLI. If it’s proceeding to plan, we are able to welcome this élite unity (with
all devices, incl. helicopter!) also during our 5th handicapped flight day in Stockerau.

REPORTS
team. We find here specialists from all areas, e.g., divers, masters, firefighters, doctors, etc. Impressive is
the equipment: Cross-country vehicles, Quads up to
the hovercraft.

The unity exists of four Departments: search- & rescue-Team, decontamination, dog squad and technical
team. We find here specialists from all areas, e.g., divers, masters, firefighters, doctors, etc. Impressive is
the equipment: Cross-country vehicles, Quads up to
the hovercraft.
Within the scope of the presentation, BrigGen CSLI
Ján Culka became excellent by the commander of
CSLI Hungary, H.E. Great Prior GenMjr CSLI Béla
Danielisz, in the presence of the Union Commander
with the special rank of the Cross of Merit of the CSLI.
A very high honouring which he has earned, however,
long ago and fairly. He is really an extraordinary man.
After the inspection of the devices we return back in
the main building. The line-up according to the protocol and the ceremonious move in the riding hall, to the
venue of the ceremony followed.
Lady Anna Popper, as a protocol officer, moderating,
presents us with the words „I see the Knights of Saint
Lazarus”. After the official opening the Grandmaster
Prince Jose Cosmelli gives an overview about the varied activities of the order.
To the commemoration of the dead an Ave Maria is
played, sung by a well-known Slovak opera singer. We
are asked not to pause after in silence but to applaud
- then the decedents are among us.
It occurs the ceremonious investiture. Before the representatives of different Christian religions speak their
prayers. A rabbi and the Grand Mufti of Hungary are
also present. All prayers end with an Amen - Amin.

The unity exists of four Departments: search- & rescue-Team, decontamination, dog squad and technical
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After the long meeting, we are glad about our first
drink. We still say goodbye to our Hungarian and Slovak friends. We are invited by Sir Georg and Lady
Anna Popper still to the buffet. Afterwards, the noble
men disrobe their last insignia of their dignity and
(hopefully) come back to a normal world. Happily, the
journey goes back to Bécs (Vienna) - here a new reality expects us again.
Wednesday, the 6th April 2011

The Postulants (21 in total) are approved personalities
and everybody acts charitable. They origin from Europe, Africa and Latin America, even from Cambodia.
Many of them are active in the area of health and environmental technology, but also in the cultural area.
After the signature under the oath, the investiture and
the taking seat in the rows of the knights occur. Our
dear friend from Sopron, Sir Dr. Ottó Hoffmann, filed
his red coat. He was raised to Professed Knight. Now
he is simply Fra Ottó and carries the black coat of the
Professed Knights.
Companion BgdrGen CSLI Ján Culka was affiliate in
"Order of Cyprus" ("The Order of Sword and Silence")
as a knight. This order is practically the military part of
the Knights of Malta and it encloses only few (selected) members (currently about 50). We are proud
that our companion BgdrGen CSLI Jan Culka belongs
now to this exclusive circle.
After the promotions and the distribution of different
decorations, comrade Culka renewed his wedding
wow in front of all person present, he is married for
twenty years. The ceremony ends with the ceremonious move of the flags. Before the riding hall we still
experience a short presentation of a knightly duel.
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Investiture in the castle chapel of Viennese
Hofburg
The fact that Wednesday, on top of that in the
morning, is no "ideal" appointment for an investiture and was clear to all partners. However, it was
chosen deliberately, because this investiture was
planned as a quite private and intimate event and
should be held in small circle.
Then it was also a celebration of the quite special and
impressive kind. Especially planned and staged only
for the candidates. It was, on account of the individuality, also quite a special event and experience for the
new Knights of Honour.
In the „thought to the investiture“, everything has been
already said, actually what the background, the real
purpose and the meaning of such a ceremony are, and
which deeper concept it means for every individual
and the whole group.
The Knighthood of Honour of the LAZARUS UNION is
quite a personal and private matter of the members of
this select community. Beside the investitures and the
(consciously few) public appearances, the names and
other data of our Knights of Honour will not be published. Up to the photos with ceremonies passed away
are made, no other publications take place, so that the
real number of the worldwide Knights of Honour of the
LAZARUS UNION is not evident for outsiders. The
chapter which is the point of contact (for the Knights of
Honour, postulants, however, also for friends and interested people also for all matters of the Knighthood
of Honour) vouches for the uprightness of the community.
The Knights of Honour know themselves together and
if not, the affiliation is made by a certain sign to another
honorary knight this membership appreciative. This
happens for the protection against hostility from the
outside and, in addition, protects the privacy of the singles.
At this point we would also want to thank again very
warmly Vicar General ret. Prelate Dr. Rudolf Schütz
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who has accompanied us so humanely and personally
by this ceremony and has celebrated the holy mass
with us.

Move of the Postulanten with the Grand Master and the Vice
Grand Master.

The Postulanten (the first row) f.l.t.r.: Erich Kadlec, Wolfgang
Leithner, Prof. Col ret. Ing. Karl Skrivanek, Bgdr Ing. Ewald Angetter and Col Neidhart.
The preparations begin. f.l.t.r.: Prelate Dr. Schütz, Senator Steinhardt, Dr. Mitter, Wolfgang Leithner. The order of events of the
ceremony seems to be clear.

The Postulanten (the first row) f.l.t.r.: Josef Maria Gebel, Christoph Ptak, Sir Georg Popper, Lady Anna Popper.
CSLA Federal Commander Wolfgang Leithner and supervisory
board President CSLI Neidhart with a "strategical" consultation.
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The first reading (from the book Deuteronomium), held by Vice
Grand Master Dr. Martina Mitter.

Afterwards the renewal of the officer's promise CSLI, announced
by a trumpet call and recited occurred through CSLA BKdt
Leithner Wolfgang in the flag.

Then the insignia were blest and a prayer was spoken.
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The Grand Master calls first (and only) female postulant. It is this
Countess Lady Anna Popper. After the handing over of the insignia (sword, coat and knight's cross) the symbolic knight's blow
occurs.

Christoph Ptak receives the insignia.

After the receipt of the sword, Dr. Mitter puts the knight's coat to
the Postulanten Bgdr ret. Ing. Ewald Angetter, and by the accolade Bgdr Ing. Angetter is taken up in the community of the
Knights of Honour.
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After the question by the Grand Master whether he liked to belong of the Knighthood of Honour for free will and his „Yes I want
it from whole heart“ Josef Maria Gebel receives his accolade.

After a short meditation, the new Knights of Honour step to the
common thanksgiving before the high altar and sing afterwards
together with the Celebrates.
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Wednesday, the 25th of June 2011
Investiture in the castle chapel and the venerable
knight's hall of Rosenburg castle
The idea of the Vice President and Federal Commander of the CSLA and treasurers of the LAZARUS UNION, Knight of Honour, Wolfgang Leithner
to hold these Investiture in the Rosenburg turned
out to be a lucky find. Thus, quite hearty and frank
thanks would be pronounced at this point first
once to Dipl.Ing. Markus Count Hoyos, to the "governor of the castle", who has made available to our
Knighthood of Honour upon our request, spontaneously the miraculous castle chapel and the venerable knight's hall from 1175of the Rosenburg,
free of charge.
The ambience of such an old and venerable castle, the
plain and simple, but with own sacred mood afflicted
castle chapel with the wonderful medieval high altar
and the castle court, formed a scenery where the
knightly mind of our roots was to be felt for everybody
everywhere, almost physically

As the last point before the final blessing, we think of
our late companions and all voluntary assistants who
have lost the life to the sound of the piece of music
„the good comrade“ and with a „big flag greeting“.
Unfortunately, the capacity of the chapel is very much
limited and thus we could invite only small delegations
of friendly orders and organisations. However, parts of
our friends accepted journeys to destination of nearly
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ten hours and several hundred kilometres to be present with this investiture and to state therefore their attachment with the LAZARUS UNION. In any case, the
chapel was fully occupied.
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make do with a place on the gallery, so that they were
only to be heard, but not to be seen. However, as "a
compensation" they played for us during the cocktail
reception in the castle court quite largely and they
could be seen by everybody then.

Thus we could welcome the following guests of honour: Sir Dr. Ottó Hoffmman, profez knight and head of
the spiritual order of the knights of Malta, Grand Commander Franz Vorderwinkler, chancellor of the Radetzky Order, Commander Günter Schnürch, order
chronicler of the Radetzky Order, Chevalier Zoltan
Hossó, chancellor of the Grand Priory of Hungary of
the Hospitaller Order of St. Lazarus of Jerusalem and
delegation, Robert Eiserle, Secretary General CSLA
with flag deputation and many friends and relatives of
the Postulants who were taken up with this investiture
as an Knight in the Knighthood of Honour of the LAZARUS UNION.
But, however, all preparations and all this expenditure
were bestowed to our Postulants, to honour them publicly and to distinguish and to give them a nice and unforgettable day. Since this Lazarus Union, upright and
flawless personalities is to be presented to one of the
major tasks of the Knighthood of Honour as a model
and worthy of imitation example also for others.

Our quite special thanks go to Father Josef of the monastery Altenburg which has led us in miraculous, sensitive and also amusing manner as an ecclesiastical
assistance by our Investiture and has celebrated with
us the holy mass.
What would be, however, an investiture without our
proven wind quartet under the direction of Kurt Preissl
which has taken over the worthy musical frame of our
celebration again in brilliantly manner. It was really an
ear candy, because for lack of space the music had to
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In the Knighthood of Honour of the LAZARUS UNION
there are no "oaths" and "order promises", everybody
offered this honour has to answer with the investiture
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(admission in the community of the Knights of Honour
of the LAZARUS UNION) only two easy questions of
the Grand Master. Namely: „Hence, I ask you before
the gathered municipality: Would like you to belong for
free will as an honorary knight of our community and
recognise our example?“

The answer: "I want it dearly!“ and „are you aware
what indicates to be a member of this community?“.
The answer: "Yes, I am!“. In any case, after the answer
of these both easy questions, however (thus we mean)
a lot of depth and statements to the contents have, the
admission becomes in the community with the words
of the Grand Master: „Thus is welcome in our Knighthood of Honour from whole heart and receive the insignia of your new dignity: The sword, the coat and the
Insignia of the Knighthood of Honour of the LAZARUS
UNION.“ carried out. Then the symbolic " knightly accolade " is the external sign for the end of this easy
ceremony. It does not require any more, around the
disposition which every Knight of Honour carries in his
heart to express before the gathered municipality.
These two questions are very important to us and their
public answer should underline the meaning which is
attributed to these both questions still, in addition and
strengthen.

The following Postulants received the dignity of an
honorary knight / honorary Lady (in alphabetical order): Bgdr Robert Brieger, Amtsdirektorin Edith Czap,
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President of the association „Die Möve“ Martina
Fasslabend, vice manager of the CSLI board of directors, Rupert Prohaska, security director of Lower Austria Hofrat Dr. Franz Prucher, President of the MoP ret.
Willi Sauer, LtCol res. DBW Dipl-Ing. (FH) Andreas
Weigmann.
It was quite a special honour and joy, to be allowed to
lend the dignity of a Collar Knight of the LAZARUS
UNION the former federal minister for national defence President Dr. Werner Fasslabend, as the first
member of our Knighthood of Honour.
It is the highest dignity the Knighthood of Honour of
the LAZARUS UNION generally has to award, and
only, very seldom will award. The reasons for it were
considered by the chapter in detail and were valued
and announced by the Grand Master.

An important part this investiture is also worldwide the
renewal of the officer's oath of all present officers of
the LAZARUS UNION in representation of all officer's
companions. This officer's oath was recited by CSLA
Federal Commander and Knight of Honour, Wolfgang
Leithner, and was renewed by the present officers.

Before the final blessing we still thought of all late companions and all those which have sacrificed their life
by humanitarian applications and in fulfilment of their
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duty with the song and under the sounds of the music
„The good Comrade “.

Following that, a cocktail receipt for all guests and the
usual "photo appointments" for the group photos and
reminiscent photos took place in the castle court, before the "knight's receipt" in the knight's hall of the Rosenburg.

Reports 2011

At 18 o'clock the comfortable part of this day (the
"knight's receipt" began with very well prepared "
knight’s meal ") and ended only at 21:30 o'clock, after
our hosts have switched off (discreetly) now and then
the light, nevertheless, the whole castle was closed at
that time already for the audience long ago and was
also deserted up to us. Because, however, candles
existed and (still the final rounds happily together
songs has sung (Here we were able to admire also the
nice baritone of Fathers Josef) we cannot be thereby
disturbed (really). But, nevertheless, finally, it was so
far and the driving home had to be started.
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Wednesday, 13th to Thursday, 21st of July 2011

execution of the camp. I thank the representative of
the MK-EFM, companion Senator Wolfgang Steinhardt, for the excellent presentation of the ceremony.

International IMC-Youth Sailing camp Austria 2011
International youth sail camp of the naval associations from Austria, Belgium, France, Germany,
Great Britain and Italy in the holiday's region of
Traunsee.
The Austrian naval association under the direction of
President Karl Skrivanek organises an international
sail camp for 27 youngsters from European states in
Altmünster and Gmunden from the 13th to the 21st of
July.

Thursday, the 21st of July 2011
MK-EFM: Admiral 's day in Gmunden
The Austrian naval association under the direction
of President Karl Skrivanek organises an international sail camp for 27 youngsters from European
states in Altmünster and Gmunden from the 13th
to the 21st of July. A commemorative event, on the
occasion of the Admiral 's day, IMC on the city hall
square on the 21st of July in Gmunden marked the
end.
Col ret. Karl Skrivanek, President ÖMV, thanked particularly the following companions: Hans Müller (MK
Prince Eugene, Ried) Senator Wolfgang Steinhardt,
Christoph Ptak, Martina Mitter MD, Josef Maria Gebel
(all MK AD Ferdinand Max-Wien).

Above-named companions of the organisation team of
the ÖMV made available themselves during these
days of the sail camp unselfishly to the international
youth and allowed with it a basically well-functioning
run of the event, also in problem areas of the care. It
is to be mentioned, that all companions of the organisation team for their own lodging, have beard the costs
for catering and other expenditures the only way, - to
allow the inexpensive - also recognised by the IMC -
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Yearly the famous IMC Admiral 's day also takes place
as final highlight at the end. On the occasion of the
traditional day of the k.u.k naval tradition a big commemoration ceremony with numerous representatives
from politics and economy as well as honourable representatives of the Federal Army and numerous traditional Corps as well as the army-historical museum of
Vienna and high clergy was also held. The honourable
commemoration ceremony took place in cooperation
with the holiday's region of Traunsee, the Military
Command Upper Austria and Salzburg, the traditional
corps Infantry Regiment N°. 42 „Duke of Cumberland“,
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the Museum of Military History of Vienna and the Imperial Villa in Bad Ischl.
A deputation of the ÖMV, the Austrian Federal Army,
a guard of honour of the Air Logistics Command, the
traditional corps IR N°. 42. and friendly infantry regiments took place on the city hall square of Gmunden.
A formation of the k.u.k. yacht wing with more than
100-year-old sail boats formed an indescribable silhouette on the Traunsee, together with the with
"Gisela" anchored in the harbour. From the paddle
steamer "Gisela" a wreath-laying ceremony occurred
in the floods of the Traunsee to the sounds of the song
„the good comrade“ honorary, and afterwards, gun salutes were shoot by the traditional battery.

December 2011
Saint Lazarus Scouts

We think that currently the society lacks to transmit
values of the honour, respect, honesty, peace, humility
etc. to children and adolescents. We also think that the
apprenticeships of the boy scouts can help to overcome these lacks at least partially.
In this way, we will come first to the adult education,
so that we can go on later with the creation of boy
scout’s groups. And thus, we are already with the boy
scouts of Brazil in contact to follow the best way.
December 2011
Monday, the 5th of December 2011
With the approval of the town council of the municipality of Conde, Paraíba a school could be established
Some terrains which were prepared for the construction by hotels got no planning permission.

By a member of our order, we have reached to get a
contract for more than 30 years for this area. We will
install on this area a school for tourism and hospitality
industry for deprived youngsters.
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Remembrance and tributes by the ÖMV in the National Defence Academy (LAVAk)
This commemorative and festive event took place
on the 5th of December in the Sala Terrena in the
LVAk in Vienna and became by a wind ensemble
of the guard music musically primes. The presentation carried out Capt Thomas Schiffl, the officer
for public relations.
Were welcomed by the leader of the leadership department Col Thomas Rapatz: the host Commander of
the LVAk LtGen Erich Csitkovits, the head of department of the section IV LtGen Christian Segur Cabanac, the ambassador of Croatia H.E. Gordan Bakota,
the councillor of the People's Republic of China Zeng
Fanhua, the Italian military attaché General Staff Col.
Paulo Stendardo, the military attaché of the United
Kingdom of GB and Northern Ireland LtCol Ian Stafford, the President of ÖMV Col ret. Prof. Ing. Karl
Skrivanek as well as the speakers, Prof. Dieter Winkler and MR. Dr. Wolfgang Etschmann.
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The first lecture of Prof. Winkler had the subject: “ Pola
in 1918 and the setting of S.M.S. "Viribus Unitis". The
situation during the November days in the port was
documented with the help of the destiny of this battleship.

REPORTS
held the eulogy. The first honorary was LtGen Erich
Cvitkovits. Other honoured from the circle of the companions of the ÖMV were Ing. Herbert Reitter and Dr.
Herwig Brun, Dr. Klaus Weichselbaum, Senator Wolfgang Steinhardt, Christof Ptak, Josef Maria Gebel as
well as Dr. Martina Mitter (Golden naval cross V.B.)
from the UNION LAZARUS. At the end of the honour
the commander of the national defence academy
LtGen Erich Csitkovits spoke the words of thank. After
the following closing statement by President Skrivanek
this worthy event ended with the Austrian march of the
marine association.
December 2011
CSLI Argentina

MR. Dr. Wolfgang Etschmann about the subject „The
Royal Navy of 1945” read the second paper till this
day.
Now after both lectures, the honour occurred through
the ÖMV. The President of ÖMV Prof. Karl Skrivanek

14.6
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Saturday, the 3rd March 2012

Ceremony in Boituva
As a way to celebrate and landmark the location of the
first investiture ceremony of the Grand Priory of Brazil
that happened in our country, the City Council of Boituva, the Academia Boituvense de Letras e Artes
(ABLA) and the Grand Priory Brazil of the Hospitaller
Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem arranged the
planting of a tree in the garden of the City Council and
inaugurated a plaque that will be displayed in the
same premises

The LAZARUS UNION Argentina (Gustavo A. Taricco
Calvo) has founded in 2011 the group existing of four
people "Beetles". This group should offer in remote areas support which are not accessible with cross-country vehicles.
The ceremony was attended by the President of the
City Council, Mrs. Noêmia Genaro Nunes, as well as
numerous members of ABLA and citizens of Boituva.
In addition to the ceremonial itself, we have discussed
the development of the activities and partnerships in
the city. For sure we will deepen the work and humanitarian actions in the city and we have a solid foundation for our projects in this region.

Claudiomiro Bispo, Daniel Emiliano Guedes, Walmir Dutra de
Morais, Adílio Jorge Marques, Marcos César Moraes da Silva,
Fabrício Souza Santos, Neil Shaw, Leandro Ribeiro, Everton
Silva de Almeida.
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Brotherhood of the Holy Archangel Michael, the Radetzky Order, the St. Michael Order, the Order of the
Wine Knights, the Order Hungariae, and the Sovereign Order of Saint John of Jerusalem, Knights of
Malta. (in alphabetical order).

Saturday, the 24th March 2012
Investiture in Sopron/Hungary on March 24th, 2012
In spring-like weather the joint investiture of the
Hospitaller Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem
and the Knighthood of Honour of the Union Corps
Saint Lazarus International – Lazarus Union – CSLI
was held on 24. March in Sopron.
The idea for a joint ceremony was born during one of
the many events last year where both organisations
had joined. Sir Dr. Otto Janos Hoffmann suggested
Sopron as a place for the ceremony. Sopron (with its
German name being “Ödenburg“) proved to be the
ideal place for such an event. Otto, a native citizen of
Sopron, was able to deploy all his skills and his contacts to locals like clergy, police, and hotel managers
aided much in providing a successful event and
smooth proceedings.

A group of girl scouts and boy scouts from Sopron presented the flags and standards of the participating organisations and so contributed to the colourful event.
To them also a hearty “Thank You“ and “Jó Munkát!“
Our new music corps gave a little open-air concert and
later contributed significantly to the harmonic success
of the ceremony in the church. Thank you very much,
we are looking forward with pleasure to the next musical delights!

More or less nervous hoping that everything would
work out well. Before the Holy Service in the beautiful
baroque church of the Dominicans commenced there
was enough time to welcome all delegations from the
various visiting orders, Austria Humanitas Corp.,
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The investiture itself was conducted in the course of
the Holy Mass, celebrated by HH Father Mate Barna
O.P. According to the Latin Rites. Father Mate managed by his prayers and sermons in French, English,
Hungarian, and German to keep the rather lengthy
ceremony vivid and interesting. To him and his team a
warm „God Bless You!“.

In this place, we also want to express our thanks to the
soloists, the chorus, and the orchestra of the church of
the Dominicans for conducting Franz Schubert‘s wonderful mass in G major. Our Magistra Luisine Poppel
gave a perfect demonstration of her proficiency, her
little daughter and the whole audience were delighted
by her performance
We welcomed postulants not only from Hungary and
Austria but also brothers and sisters from Denmark,
Scotland, and even from places as far away asCanada. This is a wonderful proof of the international
coherence commitment of our organisation.
Here are a few pictures of the investiture of the Hospitaller Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem, conducted
by the Grand Chancellor of the Supreme Grand Priory,
Chevallier Massimo J Ellul, Grand Priory of Malta, assisted by Erich Kadlec, Grand Chancellor of Austria,
and Belá Danielisz, Grand Prior of Hungary.

REPORTS
Traditionally the solemn ceremony and incorporation
into the Knighthood of Honour of the Union Corps
Saint Lazarus International – Lazarus Union – CSLI
commenced with the renewal of the officer‘s pledge,
recited by CSLA president Wolfgang Leithner.

Then the Grand Master of the Knighthood of Honour
of the Lazarus Union, Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt, performed the actual investiture.

Posing for the inevitable group pictures finally closed
the official part of the joint investiture of the Hospitaller
Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and the Knighthood of Honour of the Lazarus Union.
Investiture of the Hospitaller Order of St. Lazarus of Jerusalem
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high ranking officers of the CSLI participated at
the 1. international Lazarus Symposium in Malta.
The first two days were dedicated to the international
exchange of ideas on the goals and methods of the
various Lazarus organisations. Speakers from Europe
and America presented their organisations and goals
or had discussion concrete factual issues like the usage of social networks on the Internet.

Reception in the Sala Pagliarello Averna

A final dinner provided ample room for talks on smaller
and larger scales. I am pretty sure that such occasions
often bring up more and better results than large official events…
March 2012
CSLI Brazil
In March, we have carried out our Investiture and
have lent to deserving members in Brazil orders
and honourings.

Symposium on the 18th April.

The Lazarus Akademie for knightly and human studies
was brought to life. Two studies about the history of
the order were already sent to our members and
friends and more should follow in monthly frequency.
Our co-ordinator, Captain CSLI Adílio Jorge Marques,
historian and university professor has developed a cycle which should help our members to understand our
role better
Wednesday the 18th to Sunday the 22nd April 2012
1st International Lazarus symposium on Malta
From April 18. to 22. a delegation of the Lazarus
Union CSLI led by its President and Unions Commander in Chief Senator Wolfgang Steinhardt and
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Symposium on the 19th April.

On Saturday, an investiture ceremony was celebrated
in the most impressive Sacra Infermeria, the first hospital of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem´s state in
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Malta. This hall is 160 meters long, 10.5 meters wide,
and 11 meters high.

Chaired by the Grand Prior of the United Priories H.E.
Richard Comyns of Ludston after a procession in front
of the former hospital‘s gates (currently Malta‘s largest
conference centre) and the marching in of the guests
and delegates the ceremony commenced. Besides
several new initiations and rank promotions a highlight
of the ceremony was the declaration of the protectorate of the Knighthood of Honour of the Lazarus Union by the Supreme Grand Prior.
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H.E. Richard Comyns of Ludston GCLJ GCMLJ.

In the course of this takeover the Grand Chancellor of
the United Priories Chev. Dr. Max J. Ellul and H.E.
Richard Comyns of Ludston, the “Supreme Grand
Prior of the United Grand Priories of the Hospitaller
Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem”, stressed and
promised PUBLICLY in front of almost 1000 participants from 17 countries that from now on: „… every
good deed done for the Lazarus Union is also a good
deed done for the United Grand Priories, but every attack on the Lazarus Union is considered also an attack
on the United Grand Priories.“

Reports 2012

The day finally ended with a gala dinner of all delegates and guests in the historic Hotel Phoenicia in La
Valetta“.
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and an extensive shower I went to the “Check in of
the Order”.

The Lazarus Union so has proven itself personally and
substantively as an essential column of the international Lazarus Organisation and the long good work of
all its members has received a most beautiful confirmation.

At 5.00 pm and after the welcome we went to the
Church “St. Peter and Paul” at “Nikolskoe in the North
of the “Volkspark Glienicke” by the mountainside of the
“Stolper Mountains” for a meditative introduction.
There we were warmly welcomed by the parish priest
Claus Markus. We took part in a wonderful church service accompanied by blessings, lectures, singing and
playing of a harp and a solemn move-out. At about
7.00 pm we returned to the hotel for a festive dinner to
end the first day that left nothing to be desired. After
some contemplative talks, we went to bed.
The second day started with a breakfast with extensive talks and at 10.30 am we went to the gala room
where the ceremony of the alliance of the Orders took
place. There was an illustrated documentation about
the work of the order. At approximately 5.00 pm the
bus started to bring us to the French Cathedral which
we visited. At 6.30 pm the ecumenical church service
for the Investiture began to introduce the United Balli
and Balli/Chancellor by the Grand Master and Patriarch with a solemn move-in accompanied by festive
singing and music played by the organ.

Friday, the 27th April 2012
Days in Berlin
Report by Jörg-Peter Jung

On Friday, 27th April my journey started at 4
o’clock in the morning from Kaiserslautern to Berlin. After a relaxing train trip by the ICE I arrived at
the central station in Berlin at 12 .00. After having
studied extensively the schedules for the subway
and the city train I finally decided for a taxi that
took me to my hotel (Best Western Premier Hotel)
in 20 minutes. The wind chill temperatures inside
the taxi were 80 degrees because of the defective
air condition. After a friendly welcome at the hotel
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During the Lazarus-Days of Berlin 2012 the 49th Grand Master
H.E. Don Carlos Gereda de Borazàn, carried out the formal act of
the alliance of the Grand Priory and Grand Bailiwick of Germany
on Friday, 27th April 2012.

After the welcome by the Chancellor of the Commandery Berlin (Dr. Eckard Stegenwallner) and the parish
priest (Dr. Kaiser) there was again a festive singing
accompanied by choirs. Afterwards an appealing Religious Service followed with a final organ playing
“Toccato from the 5th symphony”. During the investiture ceremony, the Grand Master united the Grand
Priory with the Grand Bailiwick and introduced the Balli
and the Chancellor. The Lazarus-Hymn and a reconciliation service followed.
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The ceremony ended festively with a memorial service
for the dead, a prayer for unity and peace and also
appointments, admissions into the Order and honours.

At invitation of the catholic Albanian Mission, the
Lazarus Union took part in the Friendship festival
of the Albanian Community in Vienna to celebrate
“100 Years of Albanian Nation”.
The holy mass was celebrated by Don Pren Kola
(bearer of the Medal for Humanity of the LAZARUS
UNION). Because of the festive character of the event,
the Leo Delibes "Messe Breve" was sung by performers of the “Diözesankonservatoriums der Erzdiözese
Wien”

More than 160 brothers and sisters of orders from 9
jurisdictions and additionally many national and international guests gave their honour to the Grand Bailiwick. During three and a half days the fancy dictated
in Berlin, the Green Cross was not only shown on the
flagstaff in front of the conference hotel but also in the
church of St. Peter and Paul at Nikolskoe and in the
French Cathedral at the Gendarmenmarkt.
At the end, the BAILLI of the Grand Bailiwick of Germany invited the Order Community for a reception.
Back at the hotel a Gala Dinner was finally given with
a joyful being together and a convivial evening.
On Sunday – the last day – we had a good breakfast
and then we checked out. Then I visited Berlin on my
own by city- and underground train and at 6.00 pm I
turned back by train to the Saarland-region.

The Organ was played by our Music Officer 1st Lt CSLI Mag. Lusine Poppel.

Sunday, the 29th April 2012
Friendship festival of the Albanian Community in
Vienna

Beside the CSLI Knighthood of Honour, the Fraternity
of Saint Michael the Archangel und and the Student
Fraternity K. St V. Rhaetia took part in the festivity. The
Albanian standard-bearer were escorted by an officer
of the „ Deutschmeister Schützenkorps“.

Solemn procession into the Church
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bishop Dr. Peter Stephan Zurbriggen, at the Albanian community’s Confirmation ceremony in the
parish church of Rudolfsheim, Vienna.

During the following reception in the parish hall of the
parish church of Rudolfsheim, Counsellor Anton
Markku, M.E.S handed to the federal Commander
Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt a friendship certificate.
Sunday, the 3rd of June 2012

This was a great honour and distinction bestowed on
The Knighthood of Honour of the Lazarus Union of the
Hospitaller Order of St. Lazarus of Jerusalem. His Excellency the Papal Nuncio was received and welcomed by Father Don Pren Kola in front of the church.
The Knights of Honour then ceremonially escorted His
Excellency into the church, which was filled to the last
seat.
The Grand Master and The Grand Chancellor of the
Knighthood of Honour, Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt and Lieutenant General CLSI Christoph Ptak,
assisted His Excellency during the Confirmation ceremony and hand washing as ‘Noble Lords’. The tasks
of the Noble Lords are, liturgically, the following:

Albanian community’s Confirmation ceremony

Lazarus Knights of Honour served as throne attendants for the Papal Nuncio to Austria, HE Arch-
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The Commander of the CSLI Guard of Honour and
Prior of the Brotherhood of St. Archangel Michael,
Colonel CSLI Patrick Poppel, served as master of ceremonies for the Confirmations and the Pontifical
Mass. The solemn organ music was played by First
Lieutenant CSLI Mag. Lusine Poppel.
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have one while Cardinals, Nuncios and Apostolic Legates usually at least two.

The Grand Master and The Grand Chancellor of the
Knighthood of Honour, Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt and Lieutenant General CLSI Christoph Ptak,
assisted His Excellency during the Confirmation ceremony and hand washing as ‘Noble Lords’. The tasks
of the Noble Lords are, liturgically, the following:
Tasks of the secular throne attendant (‘Noble Lord’) in
the Pontifical Mass
In the Pontifical Mass the Bishop can, in addition to the
ministri sacri, also employ secular throne attendants.
These may, in accordance with their status, appear in
ceremonial dress. In general, these attendants are
constituted from Members of the Nobility, Knights of a
Religious Order, Officials or Officers. They are known
as ‘Noble Lords’.
They help the Bishop put on the liturgical vestments
and carry the hand basin to the Offertory for the washing of hands before the throne.
From the Bishop’s arrival until the end of the liturgy,
they remain near him. Because of their part in the
hand-washing, it is recommended that these attendants be placed near the gift table because the water
and towel are there.

The Nuncio’s bestowing of The Pope’s Apostolic Blessing on the
congregation was the impressive climax and conclusion of this
wonderful ceremony.

Twenty-eight young people had been granted Confirmation and the Papal Nuncio was touched by the eager participation of the Albanian youth in Vienna. He
called them “the young Knights of Christ”, an allusion
to the Knighthood of Honour of the Lazarus Union,
who had formed the ‘Guard’ for His Excellency.
After the confirmation the Nuncio stayed and, clearly
feeling comfortable, celebrated with us for another two
hours with Albanian specialties in a large parish hall.
A great, kind and lovable man with charisma!!

There used to be rules for how many Noble Lords different church dignitaries could have. Bishops could
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Dr. Peter Stephan Zurbriggen, is the Apostolic Nuncio
(‘Papal Ambassador’) to Austria. A Nuncio is the permanent representative of the Holy See with the Government of a State. In addition, he also sees to the interests of the Vatican City State and represents the
Pope as Head of the Church for the local Churches of
the country.
Dr. Peter Stephan Zurbriggen is Titular Archbishop of
Glastonia (Glastonbury, England)
Peter Stephan Zurbriggen was born on 27th of August
1943 in Brig in the Swiss Canton of Valais. After studying philosophy, theology and canon law in Rome
(Dr.Iur.Can.), he was ordained a Priest on 10 October
1969 in Rome. On 5th of March 1975, he entered the
Diplomatic Service of the Holy See and on 13th November 1993 was appointed Titular Archbishop of
Glastonia (Glastonbury, England) and Apostolic Delegate to Mozambique. On 6th of January 1994, he was
consecrated Bishop by Pope John Paul II at St. Peter’s
Basilica in the Vatican and appointed the First Apostolic Nuncio to Mozambique. From 1998 to 2001 he
was Apostolic Nuncio to Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan, then, from 2001 to 2008, Apostolic Nuncio to
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. From November 2001
to April 2005 he held the appointment as Apostolic Administrator ‘ad nutum Sanctae Sedis’ of Estonia. Since
17th April 2009 he has been Apostolic Nuncio to Austria.
Friday, the 29th of June 2012
CSLI GB&I at The Tower of London
On the evening of 29th June 2012, members of CSLI
GB&I joined members of the British Association of
Chevaliers of the Order of Saint Stanislas in a private tour of the famous Tower of London. The
evening was both a fund-raising event and a social
get-together for members of the two organisations.
Our host, Yeoman Warder Dave Phillips MMLJ, part of
whose ‘day job’ is guiding visitors to the historic site,
ensured that the evening was both educational and
great fun. Dave began with a brief description of the
buildings and walls of the Tower and his confident delivery and probing questions soon revealed his background as a senior Warrant Officer in the British Army.
We learned that the central ‘White Tower’, home of
British Monarchs for 700 years, was begun in 1078;
we learned that there are actually 20 towers in The
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Tower of London; we learned that the Yeoman Warders, or ‘Beefeaters’ have been guarding the tower for
900 years; and we learned about executions…
As Dave explained, for centuries traitors and other important prisoners were held in the Tower. The unfortunate ones like Sir, now Saint, Thomas Moore who refused to accept King Henry VIII as head of theEnglishChurchand Guy Fawkes who tried to blow up our
Parliament ended their lives at public execution.
Dave’s vivid description of the five axe blows it took to
behead the Duke of Monmouth in 1685 while he
writhed, screamed, and moaned on the scaffold will
live in our nightmares for some time to come!
Our tour of the Tower grounds ended at The Chapel
Royal of St. Peter ad Vincula where the execution
theme continued. We learned that the bodies of three
Queens of England Anne Boleyn, Catherine Howard
and Jane Grey, and two saints of the Roman Catholic
Church, Sir Thomas More and John Fisher, are buried
here.
On a less macabre note, the Chapel also contains
monuments that commemorate previous officers and
residents of the Tower, including The Duke of Wellington who held the appointment of Constable of the
Tower of London for 26 years.
At this point we retired to the Yeoman Warders’ Club
for an eagerly awaited drink or two and a delicious
supper before the second treat of the evening – witnessing the ancient Ceremony of the Keys.
Just before 10 o’clock, as has happened every night
for over 600 years, the Chief Yeoman Warder of the
Tower, carrying the keys to the main gates of the
Tower and escorted by four soldiers of the Palace
Guard, locks the outer and middle gates of the Tower.
On his return, the Chief Yeoman Warder is challenged
by an armed sentry with the words:
“Halt, who comes there?”
“The Keys!” he answers.
“Whose Keys?” asks the sentry
“Queen Elizabeth’s Keys” replies the Chief Warder.
“Pass Queen Elizabeth’s Keys,” says the sentry, “and
all’s well.”
The Chief Warder and escort then march through the
Bloody Tower archway and up towards the Broadwalk
Steps where the Main Guard is drawn up. There the
Chief Warder calls “God preserve Queen Elizabeth”
and the Guard replies “Amen.” The ancient ceremony
ends with The Last Post sounded on a bugle.
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This wasn’t the end of our evening, however, as we
returned to the Yeoman Warders’ Club for further refreshment and drawing of the raffle. Proceeds from
this and our booking donations for the evening totalled
over £850 which, appropriately in the light of the wonderfully historic evening we’d had, will be donated to
The Chapel of St Peter ad Vincula appeal.
You may be wondering, as some of us did as we finished our last glass in the Yeoman Warders’ Club, if
the gates to The Tower of London were now locked –
how were we to get out? Yeoman Warder Dave offered us the use of some rope and grappling hooks to
scale the walls but then revealed that, although the
main gates are locked at 10 o’clock, small wicket gates
in them are open until midnight.
And so, as we made our way out through these small
gates, we could look back on an evening of fascinating
historical detail and wonderful companionship with fellow CSLI GB&I members and the British Association
of Chevaliers of the Order of Saint Stanislas. Now all
we had to do was try to banish from our minds Dave’s
vivid description of the Duke of Monmouth’s beheading before we went to sleep that night…
Saturday, the 30th of June & Sunday 1st July
Airfield Festival of the FSV 2000
Flugsportverein Stockerau (Flying Club Stockerau) and honorary member of the Lazarus Union.
On June 30th and July 1st, 2012 this year‘s airfield festival was held on Stockerau airfield, celebrating the
30th anniversary of the local flying club. The FSV 2000
is not only an honorary member of the Lazarus Union
but also the main sponsor of the CSLI Handicapped
Air Days which have over the years already become a
wonderful tradition.
They not only make the full airfield infrastructure available to us but forgo also landing fees for us and provide most of the catering. Their pilots fly for us gratuitously so that we just have to pay for the fuel, something which nowadays is almost unbelievable but nevertheless a fact, thank God!
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Se we were more than pleased to do our stint to make
sure that the festival becomes a success by enriching
their „display area“ with the help of friendly organisations (in that case the Junior fire brigade of the disaster
relief service Vienna) and at the same time standing
by in case a flying accident would have happened.
Fortunately, the professional planning and the discipline of all participants made this a theoretical event
only.
Also, our 1st and 2nd ALAC helicopter squadrons with
their pilots were in operation again, performing lots of
sightseeing flights. A bouncy castle for children, round
trips with sporting planes, aerobics and formation
flights, sailing flights with passengers and aerobics,
model airplane shows with unique models, a perfect
catering including cold drinks all ensured that the surprisingly large amount of visitors were able to enjoy
the day despite temperatures of 35° (in the shade).

With regard to the 6th CSLI Handicapped Air Day on
September 8th, 2012 with the subsequent benefit concert of the LAZARUS UNION BIG BAND we had a
most successful rehearsal, as we then will have as additional challenge our dear handicapped guests to
whom we also want to convey the wonderful feeling of
flying and other attractions. Let us hope that this event
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will go by as successful as the airfield festival of the
FSV 2000.
Again, thanks to all comrades who helped to make this
festival a huge success!
Friday, the 20th July 2012
“Naval Memorial Day 2012″ at the banks of the
river Danube in the Viennese district Leopoldstadt, July 20. 2012
The “Österreichische Marineverband ÖMV” under the
command of its president Colonel ret. Baurat h.c. Prof.
DI Karl Skrivanek, with the support of the Military Command of Vienna of the Austria Armed Force and the
“Marinekameradschaft Admiral Erzherzog Franz Ferdinand Wien im ÖMV” have had organized this impressive Naval Memorial Day 2012

The naval comradeship „Vizeadmiral Erzherzog Ferdinand Max “(Vice Admiral Archduke Ferdinand Max),
embedded in the Austrian Naval Federation and in the
LAZARUS UNION, participated in this ceremonial act
with its flag and a strong delegation, led by Senator
h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt.

Among the other participants: HE the Ambassador of
the Croatian Republic Gordan Bakota, Military Commander of the region of Vienna Bgdr. Kurt Wagner,
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high ranking Officers of the Austrian Army, Mag.
Markus Habsburg – Lothringen. Representatives of
many foreign naval comradeships, and from the Austrian counties. Military attachés from Italy, represented
by Col. Paolo Stendardo, from the Czech Republic,
from Hungary, and from Bulgaria.
Deutschmeister from Vienna, the “Riding Artillery Regiment No. 2” with a saluting gun and delegations from
various traditional comradeship organisations
The musical framework was provided by the band of
the Austrian Army Guard Corps. Flag parade, – in remembrance of fallen comrades a memorial wreath
was entrusted the river Danube from aboard the patrol
boat „Colonel Brecht.”.

In the afternoon, a partnership treaty was ceremoniously signed at the Italian Embassy between the Austrian Naval Federation and the “Gruppo di Trieste of
the Associazione Marinai D´Italia.”.
Sunday, the 22nd of July 2012
Naval Comradeship Vizeadmiral Erzherzog Ferdinand Max – CSLI) founded in Tenerife.

The Comrades.
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On June 22nd, 2012, seven persons gathered in El
Sauzal in the North of Tenerife not only to commemorate the Battle of Lissa but also to found the naval comradeship. Two friends were on a trip through Europe
but the rest showed great enthusiasm. 33 degrees
were less than comfortable for those wearing uniforms
but the prospect of cold drinks kept them in order.
Flag officer Ferdinand Graf reported the crew at order
and then the Commander took over and commanded
the comrades for the flag parade.

In a friendly and comfortable way, the celebration
closed with fried chicken and a salad buffet.
Another marine celebration is scheduled as soon as
the missing members are back from Europe

Anita König uncovered a small monument she created, showing
a dolphin, the friend of all seamen, remembering the larger monument near Vienna‘s Reichsbrücke.

Saturday, the 11th August 2012

Prof. Hans König as Commander climbed the „bridge deck

INVESTITURE OF THE CANADIAN COMMANDRY
OF THE ORDER OF ST. JOACHIM (OSJ) 2012, Toronto – Canada
A travel report by Wolfgang Steinhardt, GCJ
On August 11. 2012 the OSJ of Canada celebrated
this year‘s investiture. As many members of the
Lazarus Union are also members of the OSJ and I
have myself the honour of being the Commander
of the Austrian-German Commandry “Leopold II“
it was no question to follow the invitation of the
Grand Master H.E. Chev. Stephen Lautens and
participate in this investiture.

Handing out of documents.

Ferdinand Graf lifted the lid on flag „Z“, quasi as an
omega, documenting the temporarily finished work on
the Marine-Bar a plaque remembering this commemoration.
After a small drink Hans König explained the past, the
goals, and the future of the Austrian Naval Comradeship, the role of Archduke Ferdinand Max as Commander of the Austrian Navy and his connections to
Tenerife. Afterwards the Battle of Lissa and why this
was an important day for Austria were explained to the
participants, which after all came from four different
countries. König‘s own oil painting of the attack of the
steam ship Kaiser undermined his words
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In the past years, I had only time to come to the celebration itself and could hardly participate in any other
activities for lack of time. But this year things were different and I took my time to experience also other
places and activities.
8.8.2012
The Grand Prefect of the Knights of Honour of the Lazarus Union, H.E. Chev. Dr. David Douglas picked me
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up at Toronto airport after a nine-hour flight and together with his wife was a truly caring host during my
whole visit.
9.8.2012
On this day, I visited the famous fairground “Canada‘s
Wonderland,“ also somewhat notorious for its ultimate
roller coasters. Not two or three, like in other places
but two dozen of them. A selection I have met nowhere
else in the world.
But Canada is mostly only set up for individual travel
and public transport is completely underdeveloped
compared with most European countries. Nobody was
able to explain to me how to go to this place by public
transport. Still I decided to take a go and travel the distance, about 50km north of Toronto, by public
transport.
An ALMOST unsolvable task.
It took me over 2 ½ hours to get at least in the vicinity
of the park by underground and bus. The bus driver
told me “…I am not going there, but I can drop you out
in the VICINITY of the park…“). “Vicinity” in that sense
meant that I had to walk the last 2 km in pouring rain,
including crossing a busy highway, having had only a
small just-in-case-umbrella with me. Distances in this
country are enormous and for Europeans extremely
difficult to estimate. (Who would in Vienna walk from
St. Stephan‘s Cathedral to the Prater in pouring rain?)
But the effort was not in vain, definitely not. It was the
ultimate tour enjoying more than 20 different roller
coasters and as I was already soaked to the skin I did
not mind that it was not possible to use the umbrella
on the roller coasters (it was raining all the time). Tired
to death and with a slight headache I returned to Toronto. Of course, once more by public transport but on
a different route I managed to come back to my hotel
in only two hours.
10.8.2012
In mod-morning I visited Toronto‘s financial district.
This part of town has incredibly large subterranean pedestrian zones stretching over dozens of blocks which
are a definitive must on any visit of Toronto. One gets
the feeling that one can be born here (there really is a
birth clinic), enjoy one‘s childhood, go to school and
college, work, have a family, and finally die without
ever having to leave the pedestrian zone (there is also
a mortician). The only place I was not able to find was
a cemetery. The one thing one misses there is daylight
and so I was more than happy to resurface again.
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Highlight of the day was David‘s invitation for lunch on
the 377m high CN Toronto Tower. The restaurant
takes one hour to revolve a full 360° and gives a magnificent view on Toronto‘s skyline. On days with good
weather one can even spot the spray of the Niagara
Falls120km away.
The end of the day was crowned by a reception of the
OSJ in the exclusive “National Club Toronto“ on invitation of the Grand Master (membership fee 2.000.Dollar per member per month, if one gets accepted as
a member at all) and the common dinner afterwards
which did not end short of midnight.

11.8.2012: Day of the investiture
In mid-morning I visited the “Royal Ontario Museum“
(a modern addition fitting neatly into the old building)
together with Dr. Martin von Grossmann (member of
the board of the Lazarus Union and commander of the
OSJ commandry of the United States of America) and
his wife.
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There was a most impressive interactive dinosaur exhibition placing one back into this pre-historic era. Due
to the size of the huge museum one could spend
weeks in there but we had only time to look at Canada‘s history and its first inhabitants as the preparations for the oncoming investiture in the St. Thomas
Chapel had to take place.

At 15:30 the investiture commenced with the trooping
of the colours, the marching in of the postulants, the
knights, the chapter, the guests of honour, and the
Grand Master. Owing to tradition and to the protocol
for the duration of the investiture the command was
turned over to H.E. Chev. Nugent Schneider, the
Grand Master. In this place, I want to congratulate and
to thank the Commander, his wife, and his team for the
perfect investiture, the beautiful supporting programme and their great hospitality.
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The following reception in the venerable “Hart House“
of Toronto University and the gala dinner in the club
where also all the honours and awards took place provided a worthy closing of the day. It is simply nice to
meet new friends and renew old friendships. Not least
because of this the Order of St. Joachim is also a
group member of the Lazarus Union and its members
are automatically officers of the Lazarus Union. The
Grand Master of the Order of St. Joachim holds the
rank of a CSLI Major General and Commander of the
Canadian CSLI branch.
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12.8.2012
The Grand Master invited to his house for an informal
meeting where in the presence of the Grand Prefect of
the Knights of Honour of the Lazarus Union, H.E. Dr.
David Douglas, among other things also a discussion
took place on the organisation of the oncoming 260year celebration of the order (1755-2015) in 2015.
There is even a chance that this celebration might take
place in Vienna as a big year‘s event. Such meetings
are especially important as they provide good possibilities for important side talks and discussions exempt
by the protocol of an investiture.
13.8.2012
Fortunately, the weather improved and so it turned out
we had reserved the best day for a visit to the Niagara
Falls. By car we went from Toronto on the side of Lake
Ontario directly to Niagara. Of course, a trip with the
“Maid of the Mist“ was part of the tour. To travel directly
to the falls in such a tiny ship, engulfed by the spray
and almost in direct contact with the wall of water was
a unique and almost supernatural experience.

14.8.2012
The day of our return trip finally came and a visit in
David‘s private condominium on the 15th floor for a
farewell lunch was the final and official closing event
of this wonderful trip. Toronto is definitely worth a visit
and all those not with us really missed a good time.
JUNXIT AMICUS AMOR
Saturday, the 18th & Sunday 19th August 2012
8th CSLI Flight Assistant training
Early on the hot morning of August 18th, 16 new
and cheerful future Flight Assistants met at Stockerau Airfield.

After visiting the falls we joined a rehearsal of the “Toronto Signals Band“ (also called “Canada´s Marching
Ambassadors“) where we received a most heartily
welcome which made me considering visiting them
with our Lazarus Union Big Band in 2014 or 2015 to
have some shared performances. David himself acts
as a drummer in this formation and will provide the
necessary contacts.
Drawn from the Lazarus Order, the Voluntary Fire Brigade and other backgrounds we were indeed a varied
group, but our goal was clear: we all wanted to be
Flight Assistants!
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After we had mastered this task it was back to the theory, this time aviation law and the hazards of helicopters.

Under the professional guidance of Course Tutor Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt, we were first introduced
to each other and then began the theoretical introduction.
After we had been sufficiently prepared for the dangers of aviation and especially those of airfields, a
practical exercise was very welcome. Getting a wheelchair into a light aircraft is more complicated than it
sounds!

The risks may seem negligible to the uninitiated but
there are risks, not only for the Flight Assistant but also
for the wheelchair user. However, these can be minimised by good training. Our course tutor introduced
himself as “medium available”.
Later we moved outside to stake out an “outside landing field”, and see how to ensure the secure and
proper refuelling of a helicopter. This holds many dangers, anything from a broken fuel pump to a violent
explosion is possible if things are not handled correctly.
After a short pause came the great practice exercise
for the air show: Each group, consisting of four people,
was allotted its task: it had to manoeuvre a different
group, including wheelchair users, into the helicopter
which then made a short sightseeing flight. On its re-
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turn, the helicopter passengers were manually unloaded before the next group could start. This exercise
was carried out to almost professional standards.

An exceptional seminar was also held under the supervision of University Lecturer and Doctor of Medicine Gabriel Halat (Executive Officer for the Medical
Services of the Lazarus Union). This seminar on First
Aid with the accent on life support, included many
practical exercises and was particularly valuable.

The helicopter flight for all attendants was a highlight
of the course and a wonderful experience.
Next came the written exam that everyone passed
successfully and so can now wear with pride the “Silver Flight Wings” of the Lazarus Union Air Corps.

All in all it was a very informative and instructive day
and I look forward to being able to use my knowledge
on the flight day!

Wednesday, the 22nd of August 2012
Oath of Recruits to The Guard
In real “emperor’s weather” an interested crowd
had gathered on the Kaiserwiese in the Prater in
the 2nd District of Vienna to witness the Swearing-
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in Ceremony for recruits to The Guard and The
Theresia Military Academy.
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of Staff of the Austrian Armed Forces, Lieutenant General Othmar Commenda.

At the invitation of the Military Command of Vienna,
the following Lazarus Union officers attended this
event:

Colonel I.R. Adolf H. Neidhart (Dean of Austrian Army
Officers for Vienna and Executive Chairman of the
Lazarus Union), Senator H.C. Wolfgang Steinhardt
(President and Commander of the Lazarus Union),
Colonel I.R. Reinhard Wassertheurer (Vice President
and Chief of Staff of the Lazarus Union), Erich Kadlec
(Secretary General of the Lazarus Union), Christoph
Ptak (Secretary General and Deputy Adjutant General
of the Lazarus Union), Gregor Holubek (1stLt of the
Lazarus Union and a member of the Honour Guard).

The highlight of the event was the public oath taken by
the soldiers to the Republic of Austria.
“I swear … the Republic of Austria and its people … to
serve.” The Lower Austria Military Band then played
for the march past in front of the Guests of Honour and
for the march off of the assembled associations

Traditionally, this Celebration is followed by an invitation from the Military Command of Vienna for the spectators to test the quality of Army rations. The verdict
from the Lazarus Union was: It was one of the best
goulashes we’ve ever eaten!
Sunday, the 26th August 2012
After the squads had formed up and faced front, the
National Anthem was played.
Some fine speeches were delivered by: the President
of the Vienna Assembly, Prof. Harry Kopiez; the Military Commander of Vienna, Bgdr. Mag. Kurt Wagner
and the District Chairman of the 2nd District of Vienna,
Gerhard Kubik.
Also honouring this oath ceremony, by his participation as “senior officer present”, was the Deputy Chief
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Pilgrimage of the ÖKB to Maria Taferl
Report: Erich Kadlec

A deputation of the UNION LAZARUS also took
part in the 49th pilgrimage of the Austrian Veterans
Alliance – Lower Austria.
For me this means: to get up at6 o'clock. With the second try the rising claps. The first look out of the window
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shows, it is still dark and the roofs are wet. This is not
very pleasing.
At 7.45 o'clock I reach (scarcely, as usual) our meeting
place at the metro station. I am expected quite impatiently. By the car of our president we drove to Maria
Taferl: deputy Secretary general Christoph Ptak and
my person as flag officers. 1st Lt Gregor CSLI Holubek
is planned as a standard-bearer. This time our president travels in the Association uniform, because he
will comarch with the ÖKB Mödling.
Arrived, we prepare our flag and transfer to the registration. This job fulfils Christoph, because I need some
water in the absence of breakfast. On grounds of the
big crush it also does usual tap water.
General lining up. We join the flag group. I also discover a flag tape of the CSLI. These were the companions from Mödling. Decampment to the basilica, it
plays the band of Melktal.
Today for me this is a personal premiere: my first pilgrimage, as well as my first application as a flag officer
with sash. In the church, the flags are put up. The CSLI
receives of course the best place.
To the president of Lower Austria ÖKB, BrgGen ret.
Franz Teszar, 69 flags and 1634 companions are announced. The service was celebrated by GR Mag.
Josef Grünstäudl (who has also celebrated our Investiture of the Knighthood of Honour at Rosenburg Castle).

REPORTS
ÖKB and the speakers deliver a confession of the general conscription. The ceremony is closed with our federal hymn and the European hymn.

The wreath putting down occurs in the crypt. The flag
deputations line up before the church. This gives me
still opportunity to have a short look at the Danube. We
march back to our starting point - "Resign"! We take
our lunch meal together with our companions and
friends of the ÖKB Mödling, as well as our companions
from Germany. Finally, here I also get to know our
CSLI commander for Germany Sven Dietl.

The meeting also offered an opportunity to carry out
different honour. Our president Senator Wolfgang
Steinhardt received the Cross of Merit 2nd class of the
Bavarian soldier's alliance. We say goodbye to our
friends and companions - one more reminiscent photo
- and go back to Vienna, unfortunately, without pilgrimage souvenir.
Wednesday, the 29th August 2012
CSLI-Brazil

The civil part of the ceremony took place, on grounds
of the weather, also in the church. A deputation of the
comradeship Hinterbrühl is also present and is warmly
welcomed.
The commemorative speech holds Mrs. LR Mag Barbara Schwarz. In the speeches, a lot of family and values is mentioned, and „the members of the ÖKB as a
signpost in an unsafe time“ are honoured. Main topic
is of course the discussion about the conscription. The
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29th of August we were invited to a lecture in the
historical and cultural institute of the air force and
will carry on conversations about other common
actions.
Our first collection of winter clothing was a gigantic
success. After the figures which were transmitted to us
by the collective places in in São Paulo and Rio de
Janeiro the collections could be increased in São
Paulo by 20% and in Rio de Janeiro about 60%. This
project is improved even further and continued absolutely about the next years.
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We have translated training documents for the first
help and emergency assistance and have adapted as
well as have developed own material and begun with
the training. Till present 27 people were trained in two
groups. Our aim is to have a new group and a new
course every month.
One of the most important steps of this period is to
reach a partnership with the union „Amigos de Missão
em Ação“ (AMA) in Rio de Janeiro. This union positions itself in the service of children and their families
and, besides, offers activities of the following kind:
Help and support in school questions, information
about hygiene, health and food, information about ethics, citizenship, well-being and environment; leisure
activities (ballet, modern dance, football and self-defence, music lessons and a Minstrel's train. Other welfare actions as a function of the needs of the children
in the programme and their families. At the moment,
this action looks after 70 children, till present in the
past these were 150 whose care is concluded.
At the moment, we prepare our Christmas campaign
and our next ceremony which is planned in Rio de
Janeiro on the 2nd of March, 2013. To this occasion the
command is officially used in this federal state and we
hope for numerous participation on this important day.
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most heartily regards to the new members and presented them to the yet members. In the wonderful surrounding of the Rust family’s chalet the comradeship
felt very comfortable.
The buffet was delicious together with the marvellous
view at the sea. The friendship of all the members had
been deeply renewed.

The speech of the commander.

Saturday, the 1st September 2012
MK-EFM Canary Islands – Boat day in El Sauzal at
The first of September 2012 the comradeship of
Archduke Ferdinand Max of the ancient Austrian
Hungarian navy met together in El Sauzal (Tenerife) at the terraces of our new comrades Dunka
Rustova and Hartmut Rust with purpose of handing out their new decrees.

Everybody in front of the own flag.

During the absence of Cmdr. König in Tenerife, Hartmut Rust and Ferdinand Graf will negotiate the comradeship and will organize more meetings in future.

Ferdinand Graf introduced the crew to the commander.

After showing the flag of the Navy Corps of the CSLI
the commander Hans König gave his warmest and
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Army, the Harley Davidson Clubs and many more,
helped, in total 273 in 94 flights, to get “airborne”.

6th CSLI Disability Aviation Day, 2012
Our Main Event of 2012, the 6th CSLI Disability Aviation Day, 2012 was held without any accident and
bright weather.

Also, a big success was the premiere of the newly
formed BIG BAND of t LAZARUS UNION as final of
the day. Because some guest arrived by coaches,
they - under protest – had to leave earlier.

450 pair of sausages, 400 rolls und 15 loafs of bread
were eaten, more than 1.500 soft drinks served, 420
pieces of cake with more than 350 cups of coffee. The
trips with vintage cars, airfield tours and a visit of the
Harley Davidson Clubs were other highlights of the
event.

119 volunteer helpers of the CSLI, the CSLI Air Wings,
the ALAC (Aerial Lazarus Air Corp), the CSLI Navy
Corps, the Fire Brigade Spillern, the KHD Vienna and
t Youth of their Fire Brigade, the Fliegergruppe Wien,
of Hubert Petutschnig with his Antonov AN-2, The Veterans Association Mödling, the Guard of the Austrian
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A private Report,
Lt CSLI Jörg Peter Jung (CSLI Germany)
My trip to Vienna began on Thursday 06/09/2012 at 7
o’clock in the morning.
Take off for Vienna was at 9.15 and, after a relaxing
1.5 hours flight, I arrived at Vienna’s Schwechat airport.
On arrival, I was warmly welcomed by Wolfgang (unmistakable in his uniform).
After a brief introduction, we were on our way to Stockerau, starting with an extensive city tour of Vienna.
Wolfgang’s detailed description of its history brought
me closer to this breath-taking city.
After this impressive experience, we reached Stockerau in two hours where we had arranged to deliver
some snacks for the flight day.
After spending two hours in a car filled almost to capacity with about 150 bottles of soft drinks, it was a
relief to finally arrive at Stockerau airfield.
When the drinks had been stored I had my first view
of the airfield and was introduced to its employees.
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Next, it was back for a short visit to my hotel to inspect
my room and take a quick shower. After this I was “kidnapped” by Wolfgang for a walk in the Prater where
we met with Christoph and his wife.
After an invigorating time on the swing ride at a dizzy
height of 125 meters, viewing the Prater from above,
it was time for an excellent dinner and pleasant conversation at the famous ‘Luftburg’ restaurant.
To end the evening, Wolfgang and I took another circuit on the water ride and then made our way home.
On Friday morning, I decided to use the Metro to take
my own “mini” tour of Vienna to prepare for the afternoon, where I was scheduled for construction work for
the flight day.
At 16.00 I met with Christoph in front of the subway
where Wolfgang joined us and took us to Stockerau
for the preparatory work.
Once there, I was introduced to the other workmates.
After exchanging friendly greetings, we all set to work
making preparations for the flight day.
Everyone was full of energy and, without any grumbling, all the work was done quickly with lots of fun and
enthusiasm.
This was actually THE “key experience” during my
stay here in Austria. In the Lazarus Union, there is no
“snobbery”. Everyone, whether president or “ordinary”
member, works to get things where they are needed
and everything seems to be fun when you are part of
a community achieving something together. I was included in the circle as if they had known me for years.
That evening, thinking about the next day, I was so
tired I just wanted to get to bed to be fit and rested to
fulfil my commitments on the flight day.
On Saturday morning at 7 o’clock “Hannes”, the “official photographer of the Lazarus Union”, was already
waiting for me at our meeting point, whistling and full
of life.
After intensive discussions between the CSLI and Marine Fellowship about “Joseph” and its engine, we
were picked up soon afterwards by Wolfgang and
were chauffeured in good company and companionable conversation to the airfield.
Once there, a short briefing prepared us for work.
Within a short time, all the comrades and companions
began to work, eager to give disabled people a particularly unforgettable day.
My job, with others, was to set the stage and audience
area for the Big Band. Then I made my check-in useful
by helping out at any station where someone was
needed.
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the Harley Davidson Club, the Lower Austria Comrades Association-Urban Community of Mödling, soldiers of The Guards Regiment of the Austrian Army,
the Austrian Humanitas Corps (AHC), the Saint Lazarus Grand Priory of Austria, the Brotherhood of the
Archangel Michael, the PR plus advertising agency
and many individual workers. (I hope I have not forgotten anybody!)
And all, without exception, were there “to give pleasure” for the participating guests. Participating guests
were:

Through the unbelievable precision and accurate logistics preparation done in advance, and the incredible
energy of all the workmates, everything went smoothly
and an unforgettably beautiful day had been prepared
for our handicapped people. You could see this in the
eyes of our guests when, full of pride, they told you of
their (often first) flight experience.

Not only the flights themselves, but everything around
them was one great experience. That many workers
from other organizations have no apparent problem or
“fear of contact” working with the Lazarus Union really
impressed me. In Germany, the “competitive spirit”
would make it almost impossible to work in this comradely manner. It was another new experience for me
– things can obviously be done differently.
I noticed that the Lazarus Union was able to motivate
the following organizations, associations and institutions for joint collaboration:
The CSLI Air Wing, the Air Sports Club of Stockerau
FSV 2000, the Vienna Aviators Group, the Band of the
Lazarus Union, the Naval Comrades Society Vice Admiral Ferdinand Max, the Aerial Lazarus Air Corps
(ALAC), AERIAL Helicopters, POWER FOODS with
the Antonov AN-2, the Spillern Fire Brigade, the Vienna Disaster Relief Services, the Vienna Fire Youth,
the club for Friends of Vehicle and Engineering History
of Austria, the Koller Heldenberg Oldtimermuseum,
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The Austrian Aid Society for the Blind and Partially
Sighted, the Neunkirchen Children’s Clinic, Special
Homes Stockerau, Vinzi RAST – homeless hostel, the
ODILIEN Institute home community, CARITAS St.Pölten, HABIT- the House of Mercy Community Integration Team, BALANCE – life without barriers home
Boeckh, CARITAS residential home Horn, CARITAS
Hollabrunn and many individual guests, some of which
have become “regular guests” and “family”.(Again, I
hope I have not forgotten anybody.)
Our physical well-being was catered for with plenty to
eat and drink and, what surprised me the most, it was
all very generously provided free of charge.

A very special highlight for the day was provided by
the premiere concert of the “Lazarus Union Big Band”.
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Without this outstanding performance, the whole day
would have missed an indescribable, unique touch.
Leading us through the concert programme was our
Union Commander who had to step in at short notice
because the Bandleader of the Big Band was “stuck”
in Moscow. With his charming manner, he always
found the right words to give us interesting background information about the music that was played
and its composers. The keyboard player of the band,
Max Höller, took the role of conductor and performed
this task no less brilliantly!
Finally, promotions and honours were awarded where,
to my surprise, even I got an award.
This was quickly followed by the post-event clean-up,
again all done without a lot of discussion, returning the
airfield back to normal operations.
After this emotionally eventful day, I arrived back at my
hotel but decided to use the subway to go to the Stephansplatz and take a long walk through Vienna. At
about 2 o’clock, back in my hotel bed tired but very
happy and content, I finally fell asleep.
To make the most of my stay, on Sunday morning I
took a short walk through Vienna’s city centre with its
many historic buildings.
Around noon I was still out, taking a relaxing ride in a
small motorboat on the “Old Danube” near my hotel
ready to check out an hour later.
At 14.30 Wolfgang picked me up again and we visited
the Danube Tower and Danube Park.
To finish we had a “farewell dinner” in the Prater of
Viennese boiled fillet of beef and plum jam turnovers.
After this the “Airport Bus” took me directly to the airport.
These days of unexpectedly fine camaraderie were
over, but I could take a lot of pleasant new memories
home with me. Above all I now know for sure that I am
in the right organization and standing up for the right
cause.
Since my ultimate goal has always been to help other
people, I am proud that I decided some time ago to
become active in the Lazarus Union.
The trust placed in me in Vienna, and the courteous
behaviour I experienced from all my comrades, have
inspired me to continue to contribute to the philosophy
of The Lazarus Union in Germany.
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Saturday, the 8th September 2012
Premiere concert of the BIG BAND der LAZARUS
UNION
When the Music Corps of the LAZARUS UNION
was founded almost one year ago and the LAZARUS UNION BIG BAND a few months later, such a
concert was merely a vision and nobody dared
thinking that such a performance would one day
become reality.
We want to express our thanks here especially to the
musical representative of the LAZARUS UNION, CSLI
BgdrGen Bandmaster Fritz Lentner who not only
made his debut by providing the sophisticated white
tunics but also formed the Big Band in the constellation as it presented itself.
The premiere concert itself was brilliant and the setting
in the large round hangar at Stockerau airfield was a
perfect background to experience and above all enjoy
the big band sound of the “Glenn Miller Swing Time“
authentically and eyeball to eyeball.

A vintage aerobatics bi-plane decorated the stage and
the band grouped itself around it. The banners and
flags of the LAZARUS UNION, handcrafted embroideries by our Pakistani CSLI group, made for the icing
on the cake.
Unfortunately, our bandmaster could not conduct the
concert personally (he was “stuck“ in Moscow and
could not return before the day after) so our keyboarder Max Höller took the musical lead and our
President and Union Commander provided the narrative framework at short notice.
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stopped performing or continued only in a very low
voice (every big band worth its money can show this
interpretation today). While the audience took cover
Glenn Miller stoically continued to conduct and suddenly the music came back to its full sound once more.
With the sound from the Antonov as background music together with the piano followed by a fortissimo the
timing could not have been better and not only the author of this report but the complete audience were
given goose-pimples“.

Both of them completed their job with superior ease
and the information provided between the musical
pieces with all the legends connected to them broke
up the concert in a most pleasant way and were
acknowledged very well by the audience.
With the final encore “In the Mood“, reclaimed with
roaring applause, the premiere concert and also the 6.
CSLI Handicapped Air Day finally came to an end,
leaving only the final question from our guests “…
when is the next air day scheduled?“

Especially worth mentioning was the performance of
our soloists, ahead of all our singer Bernd
Kreuzberger. His husky and sensual voice combined
with his talent for improvisation must be labelled as
“most extraordinarily“ (his singing of “My Way“ would
have rendered Frank Sinatra green with envy). Just
like in the time of Glenn Miller the audience could listen to pure and authentic sound with boosters only
used for the singer‘s voice, the e-bass, and the keyboard.
An unexpected but nevertheless terrific highlight was
to be experienced when exactly while “American Patrol“ was being given the Antonov AN.2 departed, shifting ourselves into “The Glenn Miller Story“ movie, to
the scene when bombs were falling on London during
a Glenn Miller concert. The musicians got afraid and
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Saturday, the 22nd to Saturday, the 29th September
2012
1st Lazarus Union Handicapped Sail Cruise
”…always facing new challenges…“
This is our mission statement and as such it was
the motivating factor ideating, planning, organising, and performing such an activity.

Soon there will be a detailed report of this extraordinary event together with many nice pictures.
Therefore, I want to give only a very basic report which
also critically addresses the problems of such a cruise,
not omitting the negative experiences. This report
shall be considered as valuable information to similar
organizations what to look for and what to improve on
planning like activities. So, it is not to be taken as a
travelogue in the usual sense but restricts itself to the
simple facts without any euphemisms how well it went
and similar.

First, I would like to say that I do not have any sailing
or other naval experiences whatsoever and have been
looking forward to this cruise on small ships with rather
mixed feelings. Fortunately, our skipper was a longtime professional yachtsman with lots of experiences
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for which we were most thankful as we had to make
much use of them.
The preparations and the flight to Split in Croatia with
Austrian were without any complications although it
was the first flight for several participants. Austrian
was perfect in handling all wheelchair issues and we
explicitly want to express our thanks to them. Extra
shuttle services from the gate to the plane made
boarding and disembarking almost effortless in Vienna
as well as in Split.
Problems commenced at the marina where we were
to take over our ships. The large boat we had rented
especially for the participants with wheelchairs was
not available as it was totalled two days before our arrival and a comparable one was not available.
Only with a lot of trouble and support from our chartering company a comparable vessel could be organised
which unfortunately offered only eight instead of
twelve beds in four bunks. But the crew lists had already been submitted to the authorities and so we
could not make new arrangements.
It was also planned to have this ship run by a specially
hired crew also assisting with supporting the handicapped people at sea. But because of the reduced
number of beds this was not possible. Fortunately, the
second skipper agreed to forgo his bunk, instead
sleeping on deck or in the living room and also to operate the vessel all on his own.
It was obvious that this would provide for a lot of trouble and work but the only alternative would have been
to send home all people from the second ship. But as
I never accept problems as anything else than challenges I decided to make the best from this situation
accepting it as it was. Of course, everyone was informed on the new situation but all wanted to proceed
to sea as quickly as possible.
One experience we (unfortunately) had to make was
that handicapped people do not want to be seen as
“disabled“ and want to be treated like “normal” persons
but on the other hand when this “wish” is respected
they always very decidedly point out their handicap
and expect respectively request “automatic support.”
Although on both ships there were persons who were
depending on the support of others after two days
“mutiny” was the name of the game on the smaller of
the two vessels. One lady thought that the “other boat”
did too little for the benefit of the small ship and that
“… all the trouble with the wheelchairs is put on the
small boat only…” Unfortunately, this criticism was not
directed to me as organiser but spoken out aloud in
front of all participants during a common dinner. This
completely ruined the atmosphere which until then had
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been good despite all the problems and there were
shocked faces all over the place.

As the moorings of the two ships often were far apart
it would not have been possible technically to provide
any ad hoc assistance and so every ship had to solve
its “problems” all on itself. At sea, such a mutual assistance would anyhow not have been possible at all (or
only with unjustifiable efforts).
There is one thing I am very willing to admit: The problems associated with bringing persons depending on
a wheelchair with limited usage of their hands-on deck
and back again through a rather steep companionway
have been completely underestimated. Boarding the
ship by using a plank only one-foot wide was a challenge already for normal persons even in light seas.
The problem was solved in such a way that one experienced aide assisted on the smaller vessel during
daytime, only changing ship for the night. So also for
the handicapped people a safe stay on deck was possible, five aids were supporting four handicapped passengers. Still the originally good atmosphere did not
come back again as the criticism was held up despite
these measures.
Apparently, it was expected that this sailing cruise
would be a “luxury trip” with “24hr service” and that all
CSLI members had to be “available on the slightest
hint.” All CSLI members not only paid for their trip by
themselves but also paid a share of the cost for our
handicapped guests, spent their vacation days, and
were always willing to help whenever the need arose.
But there was hardly a “… please help me…” or a
“…thanks…” to be heard, something which was not really cheering them up. Also, statements like “… why
should we say PLEASE or THANK YOU, we are handicapped…” have given me lots of grief thoughts. To
say PLEASE and THANK YOU is so obvious and selfevident for me that I do not even have to consider it
and has absolutely nothing to do with any handicap at
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all. Also, it is by far not the rule that completely unknown foreign handicapped persons are offered such
a sailing cruise at all. After all the Lazarus Union has
sponsored this trip for the handicapped guests with
more that €2000.
As a result, is has to be noted that it is very problematic
to bring together (in such a confined space like a small
sailing ship) people not known to each other before
especially when their needs are not known well
enough (e.g. with handicaps). Some “basic fitness”
and “basic abilities” also have to be assumed as the
stay in the cabin as well as on deck can be dangerous
for people who are blind or paralyzed or who cannot
use their hands to secure themselves.
Every one of our guests did have their own aide but
apparently this was not sufficient to get everybody in a
good mood. I think it is a real shame as the will and
the efforts to get everything right for the participants of
the trip were definitely there.
Still we were able to perform many unique activities
and the whole trip was finished without any incident or
accident and even without the slightest injury. You will
learn more about these trips in the oncoming report
which will also be accompanied by lots of pictures.
So as the organizer and main responsible I can say
that the journey was a success nevertheless *). If it will
be done a second time even with the best will in the
world I cannot say. The findings of THIS trip would definitely influence any new sailing cruise.
Finally, a big thank you to all CSLI members who
helped making this trip possible. Especially to Christoph Ptak who as highest ranking “not-nautical” CSLI
officer aided much with his unshakable calm attitude
to avoid any real escalation and so made it possible
for all to have some fun and enjoy this cruise. For all
participants, this was a real adventure with lots of new
experiences!
To be honest this event clearly showed the limits of
our (current) possibilities. But if you don’t try you would
not know if it works or not (at least as planned). In this
sense, we will continue to follow our mission statement
that we will “…always face new challenges…”
Sometimes it works better (CSLI Flying Days) and
sometimes (sorry) not so perfect. That´s live and we
have to accept it!
Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt
Union Commander Lazarus Union
Organiser and Main Responsible
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*) Statements from participants:
”…despite the mutiny (which actually happened to be
a request) and after the help of the passengers from
the second boat I am happy to have been on this trip
because I have gotten to know valuable people and
really enjoyed the cruise with them…”
“…there was a good mood on our boat and a getting
along in a friendly manner, probably even better than
on the other boat…”
“…it does not make much sense to have all these old
people with self-pity on a sailing cruise for the handicapped … still these were great days…”
“…for me this trip was another experience how different people judge a situation (selective perception). I
had fun on this cruise…”
“… I liked it a lot. If there will be another one, count me
in…“
“… I thank you very much for your great organizing job
and I assure you that this cruise will remain unforgettable for me…”

Our crews were to expect a smooth cruise in not too
bad weather. They consisted of sailing enthusiasts
who were partly handicapped, some heavily like myself with a 100% reduced motor skill handicap but
some long although rusty sailing experience which
provided to be helpful later, but there were also two
experienced skippers and two deck hands.

Report of the Croatian cruise 2012 from chronological and nautical point of view,
By Prof. Hans König
This cruise was scheduled from September 22nd to
29th, 2012, using two modern 15m long Beneteau vessels equipped with a single mast each. Both were to
be equipped with roller furling devices and bow thrusters as well as modern navigational systems (chart
plotters, true wind indicator, logger, echo sounding,
and radio). They were both to provide more than six
cabins with 11 bunks, large diesel and water tanks,
several toilets and showers, as well as heated outdoor
showers.
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But life is what happens to you while you are making
plans. After an uneventful flight with Austrian to split
on September 22nd which provided a nice view over
the Kornato archipelago we arrived at Kastela marina
in Split bay, albeit somewhat in a sweat in our uniforms.
There the first catastrophe hit us. After a crash, the
second boat was a write-off, the Croatian skipper was
sick and the deck hand was not there. So, Wolfgang
Steinhardt and our chief skipper Michael Bauer started
a thorny negotiation marathon. Finally, they managed
to organise a replacement ship although somewhat
smaller, and a Slovenian friend of Michael, Clement,
acted as second skipper. But there was definitely no
second deck hand. Then we began to bunker food and
drinks, also not without problems.

But how shall this be simple on a cruise when the
crews are not familiar with each other, no shopping
lists have been prepared, and the shops were alien
and strange. So, Wolfgang and his wife Verena went
to one supermarket to buy stuff for both ships while I
together with Dr. Auner and his wife did so in another
smaller shop. I have no idea how the other boat managed the challenge.
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Bolon BracIsland. During the reign of the Habsburg
Monarchy the island was called Bratz or Brazza.
At lunchtime, we anchored in a scenic bay facing the
lovely village of Milna. Enjoying the first swim in the
crystal-clear water and a joint lunch greatly improved
our mood. The small passage between Brac and Solta
which I remembered horridly as the Solta duct was
passed alternately motor-assisted and under sail
along the so called Golden Horn of Brac, a well-known
beach pictured on most touristic posters in Croatia. Finally, we reached the town harbour of the picturesque
village of Boland the first 33 nautical miles were done.

Hawsers securely fastened to mooring lines we
berthed and prepared ourselves for the evening. The
restaurant we had selected for dinner turned out to be
in a picturesque location at the beach but well-meant
is not necessarily well-done. Our crowd was surprised
with the statement, ”have only four fish.” After several
hours of waiting they managed to serve some food
nevertheless. Incidentally, one must mention that the
friendliness of the waiters could be higher. We did not
have the impression that the host was really happy
about 16 unexpected guests.

23.9.2012
The day was sunny, almost with no wind and after an
opulent breakfast perfectly prepared by Vera and Ingrid we cast off without any problems, full of expectations. Earlier that day our internationally famous photographer Hannes Hochmuth not being able to sleep
any longer had the terrific idea to pound his agile fingers in the rhythm of the Radetzky March one foot
above my drowsy head. I leave the exact wording of
my comments to the imagination of the estimated
reader.
First objective of the day was the picturesque village
of f
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On our way back to the ships we were surprised by a
city festival in the village centre. As our boats were
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moored in the very middle of this we had the dubious
enjoyment of the Croatian version of “Island in the sun”
and similar catchy tunes for quite some time back in
our bunks. Our deck hand Andy organized a bottle of
herbal liquor but I have no knowledge about the outcome of this as I went to bed just in time.
24.9.2012
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skipper Michael and Andy pushed and pulled really
hard at Andrea’s wheel-chair!
The Union Commander saw need for action. Comrade
Andy was transferred to yacht two thus supporting the
anxious skipper Clement. As Christoph Ptak and Josef
Maria Gebel could not support the handicapped crew
members of the boat alone this had some positive effect. The author of this report was declared deck hand
which made him proud but nevertheless it (unfortunately) turned out later that those years out of training
and a motor handicap were not really the cream of the
crop. All the memories of Atlantic crossings and windjammers were of no help. Sick remains sick!.
25.9.2012, 13,5 nm

After casting off from Bol we sailed the Hvarski canal
eastward. Strong currents and nice winds with light
seas carried us quickly towards the western cape of
Hvar. Soon we reefed our sails to reduce heeling, circumnavigated the cape, and set course towards
Palmizana. Luckily the author of these lines was able
to sleep off the next morning as the threat to slap Hannes Hochmuth’s face should he repeat his rehearsals
of the Radetzky March provided results. Instead our
Hannes meticulously made divine photographs and
was applauded for his art over and over. Also, he began catching flies in the cabin and after some time
piled up loads of dead insects for which he was
promptly granted the honourable title of “Naval Nimrod.”
The wonderful island of Palmizana stayed on our side
until we arrived at the entry beacon of the ACI marina,
despite a strong current which made a tack towards
land impossible. So, our motor pushed us into the marina and within a few minutes so many yachts came in
that one was thinking of a camping ground on waters
(11.5 nm).
This time we selected the restaurant Meninghello, only
a few minutes walking distance from the marina. Still
it was a difficult job for the wheel-chair assistants to
push our Andrea onto land. A few stairs made the task
even more complicated and so the crew of the second
ship flew into a rage during dinner which by the way
turned out to be excellent. Of course, they could have
just informed the Union Commander but the inevitable
happened and there was mutiny and swearing by the
low-spirited crew of boat one. And all this despite our
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The highlight of our cruise. (13.5 nm)
From Palmizana we turned southwest. A strong jugo
(a Mediterranean wind that comes from the Sahara)
was driving us towards Lissa (Vis). Gusts as strong as
35 kts made sailing a pleasure and soon the island of
Lissa rose from the sea. This was the Austrian variant
of Gibraltar in the Adriatic. Several bastions with lots
of heavy guns up to 42-pounders protected the island.
After the battle of Königgrätz the young Kingdom of
Italy tried to quickly occupy the island with a strong armada stationed in Ancona and led by Admiral Carlo
Pellion di Persano. This was reported to Austria using
the new invention of the telegraph and the Austrian
Fleet commanded by Admiral Tegetthoff sailed off to
the south. Persano had just begun with his attacks,
part of his fleet was landing troops, and successfully
had taken the first Austrian positions when the Austrian Fleet approached on the horizon. While being ridiculed as wooden fishing fleet the Austrian armada
was able to break the Italian line of battle with naval
rams.

Battle of Lissa. Monumental painting by Alexander Kircher (Museum of Military History, Vienna).

SMS Erzherzog Ferdinand Max was the lead ship of
the Erzherzog Ferdinand Max class of broadside ironclads built for the Austrian Navy in the 1860s. She was
built by the Stabilimento Tecnico Triestino, with her
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keel laying in October 1863, launching in May 1865,
and commissioning in June 1866 at the outbreak of the
Third Italian War of Independence and the AustroPrussian War, fought concurrently. The ship was
armed with a main battery of sixteen 48-pounder guns,
though the rifled guns originally intended, which had
been ordered from Prussia, had to be replaced with
old smoothbore guns until after the conflicts ended.
Stationed in the Adriatic Sea, Erzherzog Ferdinand
Max served as the flagship of the Austrian fleet under
Rear Admiral Wilhelm von Tegetthoff. She saw action
at the Battle of Lissa in July 1866, where she rammed
and sank the Italian ironclad Re d'Italia.

As descendant of a ship’s doctor of the Imperial Austrian Navy it made me especially proud to steer our
vessel into the bay. Our skipper landed with superior
ease at the city pier of Vis(Lissa) and at 17:00 we mustered in front of the boat in full uniform of the naval
comradeship “Archduke Ferdinand Max.” After Andy
had found the village cemetery we went off for a long
march along the bay.
I had organised a laurel wreath with bows showing the
Austrian red-white-red colours and in front of the memorial at the cemetery in Lissa we saluted the heroes
of the battle. So, the naval comradeship Archduke Ferdinand Max performed a ceremony worthy of its name.
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So, the naval comradeship Archduke Ferdinand Max
performed a ceremony worthy of its name.

The heroes' memorial in the form of the “Lion of Lissa”, made
during the renovation of SMS Dalmat, Franz Joseph's Yacht, in
1891. It was made of bronze and wood used from the ship itself
and it's said to be on the desk of the Emperor itself. (Picture:
Christian Stowasser)

An atmospheric dinner in a yard surrounded by palm
trees concluded this wonderful day.
26.9.2012, 13,5 nm
Lissa - Hvar - Palmizana
Clearing the port in Lissa provided no problems. Once
again, we admired the remains of the old Austrian artillery positions before a growing jugo welcomed us on
the open sea. Even after quickly reefing the sails we
made breath-taking 8.5 kts.
It was pure sailing pleasure. The waves were at first
only 3 feet high. A little spray reached the cockpit and
the heeling was tolerable at gusts between 35 and 40
kts. Especially the ladies enjoyed the ride in the swell.
Our Ingrid shouted with joy as this would have cost her
hundreds of Euros at a fair’s roller coasters. A strong
heeling does not improve propulsion but provides obviously pleasure.
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We spent lunch break in a small bay inside a narrow
canal. The current was so strong that our skipper provided a clever construct with a small line fastened to a
ball buoy. So also, insecure swimmers were to enjoy
a swim without the risk of drifting off. Only our blind
lady co-sailor who was a great swimmer could manage without this aid as could our skipper.

I took a vow to have my next dinner on board. After
such a perfect sailing day, as today only happy feelings should have been allowed. At least the crickets
chirred and the water chortled at the side plates. Just
like it was supposed to be during an Adriatic sailing
cruise.
27.9.2012, 16,5 nm

Even Wolfgang Steinhardt who insisted at first that he
would only swim if the Adriatic Sea bottom were tiled
enjoyed himself in the water. Also, he used his wellloved video camera to film all the diving and jumping
fun above and below the water line.
Dark jugo clouds showed up and it was high time to
end the fun and head for the harbour. Unfortunately,
we came too late in the race with other yachts for a
place directly at the pier in the city harbour of Hvar.
So, we contented with a harbour tour enjoying the history-loaded town with wistful admiration. Under Venetian and Austrian reign town and island were named
Lesina until 1918.
The current was drifting us off to the well-known beacon at the entry of ACI marina Palmiziana. So, we
again took a position in the crowded marina and the
crews headed off to the various restaurants. Dr.
Auner, his wife, and I hesitated long where to go to still
our hunger. Of course, we decided for the one restaurant where the unpleasant discussion between the two
crews took place two days ago and naturally there was
a sequel to it. This was not what we had had in mind
and not even the pleasant food helped to prevent for
the mood to go down once more. The waiter acting in
perfect communist tradition also contributed in lowering the general mood (not possible, don’t know, don’t
have).
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A short but wonderful sailing day lay ahead. A stable
jugo from south eastern direction, the island of Soltain
front of us. Then the wind dwindled and the swell set
us rolling. Motor-assisted we headed into a nice bay
and set for the daily swimming ritual. Even with diminishing supplies our ladies created a lunch worthy of a
luxury cruiser.
Only a few yards ahead the marina of the enchanting
village of Maslinica awaited us. A bay like a dream, a
few old houses, many konobas (Croatian tavern) and
galleries. Charcoal barbecues sent their smell and
smoke over the bay and a fiery red sunset had the water glowing in all sorts of colour. Admiring this view
lonely from my konoba I waited for darkness before
returning on board. Like on all my cruises I enjoyed
some Austrian food brought with me from home, this
time together with Dr. Auner. A quiet atmospheric dinner in a romantic bay.
28.9.2012, 16 nm
Maslinica (Solta). A clouded sky with almost no wind
and so we used our engine to reach Rogac, a tiny
place that yet provided petrol. We planned to refill our
fuel tanks there to avoid the expected queues in our
home port. Naturally the queues were in Rogac as others obviously had the same idea and so we were no.
14 in the queue. So, what, we had plenty of time.
The bay was charming and fortunately our chief photographer spotted a bathing trunk rolling in the oily waters in front of the gas station. So, we interrogated
every yacht in the queue regardless of its nationality if
they miss some pants which turned out to be quite a
funny action. But as Hannes was not able to find the
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owner of the pants he took revenge upon the flies, piling their dead corpses on the planks. So, the final
bathing action ended and we proceeded towards
Kastela marina.
Without any serious incidents, we chugged to our
mooring place, the renting company took back the
boats fuss-free and we started packing. Everybody
was already minding their own business, at least mentally. As a group, we finished off the last ražnjići or
ćevapčići and finally returned aboard for the last night.

The next morning, we had to get up early as the cleaning team was raring to begin their job. Hannes meticulously cleaned the screen of the logger a last time
and finished off the last crumbs (actually we had paid
for the final cleaning by pros but Hannes did not want
to risk libel and slander). The skippers then assisted
us loading our tons of luggage onto bumping carts
while we all trusted in Wolfgang who went off to pay
the last fees. He also organised some luggage deposit
which did not give him great pleasure because of the
blistering heat.
Yet there was one final highlight for our group – Diocletian‘s Palace in the centre of Split. An ancient sensation forming the core of today‘s historic old town
centre of Split. A portion of art history which was the
frosting on top of a cake consisting of fine weather,
great sailing wind, and a sea which could not have
been of a colour more blue.
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Albeit some participants might have been disappointed by the expected service on board, a sailing
cruise in the Adriatic Sea cannot be more beautiful.
Saturday, the 13th October 2012
Investiture of the Lazarus Union Knighthood of
Honour
October 13th, 2012, the by then biggest investiture ceremony of the Lazarus Union Knighthood of Honour
took place. This time the selected location was the parish church in Rudolfsheim in Vienna’s 15. district.

This church which resembles more a medieval cathedral than a mere church is famous for being mistaken
for St. Stephen’s Cathedral by many tourists who look
over the skyline of Vienna from Schönbrunn Palace.
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At 2:30 the already almost traditional open-air concert
of the Lazarus Union Music Corps tuned the guests in
on the upcoming event.

At 3:00 sharp a tremendous and grand procession
(about 150m long) started to move into the church.
The combination of various formations (relief organizations, associations, acolytes, historical military
groups, etc.) immediately attracted the interest of the
people on the square in front of the church. More than
250 guests had come to celebrate this event with us.

The new banners of the Knights of Honour were carried by standard-bearers in historical costumes showing various formations of the armies of the crusades.
So, a bridge was closed to the beginnings of the order
of St. Lazare which recruited itself out of knights of
Outremer suffering from leprosy, thus forming the
dreaded “army of the living dead.”

Of course, this ceremonial event was accompanied by
all officers of the CSLI honour guard commanded by
CSLI Major Manfred Stadler as the commander CSLI
Colonel Patrick Poppel was a knight initiate himself
this time. But his deputy commander managed the
task flawlessly.
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Officiant of the Holy Mass was DDr. Reinhard Knittel
(Official of the diocese court St Pölten and vice-chancellor of the Franciscan church Prandtauerkirche). He
celebrated the service (following the old Latin rites)
with utmost dignity and solemnity. In his sermon, he
mentioned the knightly ideals, especially addressing
“total dedication” as the ineradicable anchor of knighthood.
Support was provided by acolytes from Rudolfsheim
parish, the Brotherhood of the Holy Archangel Michael, and volunteers from St. Stephen.
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Altogether 23 banners and flags were to be counted
which all received as a souvenir a wonderful embroidered flag banner as a sign of mutual friendship.

Besides the investiture of six knights and dames of
honour several promotions and honours were
awarded, also to persons who showed extraordinary
merits with their charitable work and performance.

The musical framework was taken care of by the CSLI
Music Corps conducted by CSLI BgdrGen Friedrich
Lentner. The enormous organ was played by Mrs.
Mag. Lusine Poppel who is well acquainted with local
music customs (and also a CSLI music officer).
Delegations from many friend organizations visited the
investiture, e.g. the Order of St Lazare, the Radetzky
Order, Michaels Order, ÖKB Mödling, Austria Humanitas Corps, K.Ö.St.V. Rudolfina Wien im ÖCV, Prima
Nocte, Milites Sancti Imperii, Spielern Fire Brigade,
Red Cross, Army Engineers Society, Marine Comradeship Archduke Ferdinand Max, Ordo Hungariae,
Sovereign Military Order of Malta, Peacekeeper, Veteran’s Society, delegations from the Austrian Army,
Order of Joachim, Order of Cyprus, Order of the White
Eagle und representatives of the diplomatic corps.
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The standard-bearers in their medieval costumes
drew special attention of all visitors and provided a
worthy background for the ceremony.
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Thursday, the 18th October 2012
A Visit at Vienna’s Emergency Medical Services
A delegation of the LAZARUS UNION visited the
operations centre of Vienna’s Emergency Medical
Services on October 18th, 2012

Following the investiture, the Lazarus Union provided
free drinks and sandwiches to all guests. Additionally,
the society of the friends of the Rudolfsheim church
donated red wine as a worthy welcome gift to the Lazarus Union.

It was a successful day which will be well remembered
by all participants!
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After a welcome Dr. Gottwald presented his organisation. The first emergency services were founded after
the big fire at Vienna’s Burgtheater (Imperial Court
Theatre) in 1881.Vienna’s Emergency Medical Services (MA 70, “Rettungs- und Krankenbeförderungsdienst der Stadt Wien”) is an emergency organisation operating on a statutory basis given by Vienna’s
City Council. They operate the majority of all emergency vehicles in Vienna and provide a disposal and
operations centre. They co-operate with several private ambulance services like the Red Cross Austria,
the Samaritan Emergency Services, and similar organisations like the Knights of Malta Ambulance, together forming the Vienna Emergency Cooperation.
Part of the tasks is the emergency support platoon. It
is designed for missions involving large numbers of
accident victims, special accident patterns, increased
demand in personnel and supplies, and also a much
longer on-site mission duration compared to routine
missions.
Vienna’s Emergency Medical Services operate 12 bases in Vienna, all of which are manned with paramedics and emergency doctors round the clock. About 800
paramedics and 80 doctors ensure 24/7 services. In
2011 a total of 256,886 missions were accomplished,
165,811 of those by MA70.Vienna’s Emergency Medical Services provide also high quality training for their
own personnel as well as those from other organisations in an Emergency Service Academy.
The operation centre is one of the most recent stateof-the-art facilities in Europe. It is reachable at the
emergency number “144“ 24 hours a day. The staff
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provides assistance to every caller and can support
persons providing on-site first aid in all forms of medical emergencies. The average ambulance trip time to
an emergency site is 12 minutes.
The vehicle fleet includes among other ambulances
with and without emergency doctors. But their pride
and joy is a mobile intensive care unit where even
smaller surgical treatments are possible. This vehicle
allows also professional transport of extremely heavy
patients thus providing humane transportation for such
persons.
We were most impressed by those explanations and
background information and now understand the job
of ambulance services much better.
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Dr. med. Dieter Sebald,
head physician of Vienna’s Emergency Medical Services
The Gold Cross of Honour of the Lazarus Union was
presented to:
Mag. Ronald Packert,
press officer ofVienna’s Emergency Medical Services
Thomas Porubszky,
assistant to the command of Vienna’s Emergency
Medical Services
Congratulations from the Lazarus Union!
A relaxed get-together provided the chance to better
getting to know each other and to exchange personal
experiences from our work. It was a nice evening.
Tuesday, the 23rd October 2012
MINNESANG und PANZERKLANG (“Medieval
Courtly Songs and Tank Sounds”) - A book reading on 23 October 2012 in The Museum of Military
History HGM Vienna.
At the invitation of the Museum of Military History,
our Chairman of the Advisory Board of the Lazarus Union, Colonel (Retd.) Adolf H. Neidhart, gave
a reading from his recently-published book

Following this presentation president Steinhardt provided and overview on the Lazarus Union and presented a Lazarus Union standard-banner to Dr. Gottwald as a sign of friendship and comradeship. He presented our mission statement, our goals and tasks as
well as our organisation structure and gave examples
from our work. Obviously, the video from the Handicapped Air Day was most impressive to the comrades
from the Vienna’s Emergency Medical Services:
Before the official end some awards were presented:
The Grand Commander’s Cross of Honour of the Lazarus Union was presented to:
Senatsrat Dr. Rainer Gottwald,
head of Vienna’s Emergency Medical Services
The Commander’s Cross of Honour of the Lazarus
Union was presented to:
Mag. Dr. Jochen Haidvogel,
deputy head of Vienna’s Emergency Medical Services
Mag. Thomas Klvana,
head of administration ofVienna’s Emergency Medical
Services
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Neidhart, 45 years a professional soldier in the Tank
Corps, took some time to find a publisher for his book
“MINNESANG und PANZERKLANG” (Medieval
Courtly Songs and Tank Sounds). Written to celebrate
the 50th anniversary of his year’s passing out at the
Military Academy Wiener Neustadt in l961, it is a collection of anecdotes about his varied experiences during military service.
His stories prompted many smiles from the numerous
visitors, including Ex-Defence Minister Dr. Krünes and
Lieutenant-General Christian Segur-Cabanac.
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He described his first meeting with our President, Senator Steinhardt, and their first joint helicopter flight over
the military training area in Stockerau – supervision
from the air. Comically, at his wedding reception many
of the guests quickly left – the invasion of Czechoslovakia by Warsaw Pact troops meant officers had to return to their barracks.
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Friday, the 26th October 2012
A donation of apple juice to the Marktzeuln
Nursery
Last Friday (26. Oct. 2012), the Founding Board
Members of the Corps Saint Lazare International
Command Germany, Sven Dietel, Hermann-Dietrich Streit and Katja Dietel, presented a donation
of apple juice to the Nursery in Marktzeuln.

complement the anecdotes there are some fascinating
pictures and caricatures.
Colonel Neidhart’s final words were a commitment to
the Austrian Army: “I was always glad to be a professional soldier”, he said. He also emphasized the importance of being responsible as an officer for the men
entrusted to him – to treat them with respect and take
good care of them, “Over the years we had the opportunity to convince 100,000 youngsters to become better men.”
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Over 600 kg of apples were collected in local orchards.
These were then pressed and processed into highquality, local juice.
The Nursery in Marktzeuln happily now has over 300
litres of juice for the children to drink over the coming
months.
The commander of CSLI Germany, Sven Dietel, spoke
about the good work of the Nursery in Marktzeuln saying how pleased he was that their relief organization
could extend a helping hand to the Nursery.
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He also briefly introduced CSLI Germany as an independent, private aid organization based on the ideals
and spirit of Saint Lazarus. The members share the
objective of giving pleasure to others through disaster
relief, serving people with disabilities and helping the
homeless. All members are volunteers.
He noted that the CSLI, which was founded in Austria,
is now well-established in Germany with a large number of supporters.
Concluding his speech, Dietel thanked his trusty companions Hermann-Dietrich Streit and his wife Christel
who were always there when needed.
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Following this ceremony, there was time to chat with a
cosy gathering in the inspection of the water police in
comradely solidarity.

Tuesday the 6th November 2012
Commemoration for died comrades at sea
At 11.06.2012 the Navy Comradery Archduke Ferdinand Max (MK-EFM), based in CSLI Navy Corps
of the Lazarus Union and part the Austrian Navy
Association, a delegation participated at this commemoration.

Thursday, the 8th to
Monday, the 12th November 2012
Order of St. Joachim – Investiture Portsmouth
2012
A report by Prof. Hans König

After a brief ceremony at the monument for “friendship
at sea” and the speech the President of the Austrian
Navy Association of, retired Col. Prof. Dipl.Ing. Karl
Skrivanek, the participants drove with a police boat on
the Danube, where a wreath for the dead comrades
passed the waters of the Danube.

Lazarus Union is connected with the Order of St.
Joachim in a longstanding friendship and alliance.
The order of St. Joachim is also a member of the
Lazarus Union and many high officers and Knights
of the Lazarus Union are also in this order, and
vice versa many of the friars hold high command
posts in the Lazarus Union. Even the eminent British naval hero of the battle of Trafalgar, Admiral
Lord Horatio Nelson was a Grand Cross Knight
and Commander of the Order. The Order of Saint
Joachim was founded in 1755 by the Elector of
Saxony and King of Poland from the House of Wettin (=Windsor) and Battenberg (=Mountbatten).
The members of the Order of St. Joachim by the
year 1830 (reform of the House of Lords) had even
seat and vote in that body. (This is historically
proven). As our president and Union commander
since 2009, is Grand Cross Knight and Commander of the German-Austrian Commend “Leopold II” of the Order of St. Joachim, the participation in the investiture of the Order is not only a
matter of course, but always a very nice experience for all participants.
Our flight to London was smooth and also the rail links
to Portsmouth functioned nearly without troubles. The
Holiday Inn of Portsmouth received us professionally
and friendly.
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10.11.2012

Our group, the Federal Commander Senator hc. Wolfgang Steinhardt, my wife Anita and I explored together
the historic Dockyard at Portsmouth. Right at the beginning a highlight: the visit of HMS Victory, which is
still in active service in the Royal Navy.

Currently, because of repairs to the rigs only lower
masts are visible, but still it was a great impression.
The nearly 70-meter three-masted vessel, Currently,
because of repairs to the rigs only lower masts are visible, but still it was a great impression. The nearly 70meter three-masted vessel, with its three gun decks
are still a fascinating picture of a first Class ship of the
line at the time of the Napoleonic wars. The ship was
famous for the Battle of Trafalgar, 1805, in which the
Spanish and French fleets were decisively defeated
and Britannia got the hegemony over the world’s
oceans. Unfortunately, Admiral Horatio Nelson lost his
life during the battle by a shot of a French musket.
We visited also some other very interesting ship museums and of course the nautical souvenir shops.

At night, there was a first meeting with the candidates
and some representatives of the Joachim Order in the
700-year-old Dolphin Inn, a comfortable, time-honoured pub. Again, the welcome was very warm and
cheerful.
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The day began in the investiture of the 800-year-old
Garrison Church of Portsmouth. A solemn and memorable act, although the number of participants was
lower, as in the Austrian CSLI knighthood investiture
My wife Anita and I were the only ones who were invested in the knighthood to Knight or Dame by Dr.
Bryan R. Olive. Wolfgang Steinhardt, as our commander, gave some brief, heartfelt words to the participants.

Prof. Hans König, recently youngest Knight of the Order of St. Joachim.

After that we went by bus to the historic docks at a
lunch reception on HMS Warrior. A very informative
tour of the many decks of this first steel ship of the
Royal Navy showed us the major reforms that have
been made in the period between 1760 and 1860. Not
only by the introduction of the steam engine and the
propeller, but also the social improvements of the sailors. . In the officer wardrooms expected us a magnificent set table and a fabulous lunch, a culinary delicacy.
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It began with a moving service for Remembrance Day,
the British Memorial Day to the Fallen. An excellent
choir filled the old nave of St. Thomas Cathedral.
Then we went into the historic Officers Ward Rooms
HMS Nelson. A magnificent officers’ mess which documented the glory of the Royal Navy. We dined at the
historical table on which the Italian, and the Japanese
capitulation had been signed. The huge walls are ornated by frescoes of the most famous historic sailing
ships of England, the pride of Britain.

A little later we went back to the “Dolphin”. This time
had dinner in the venerable Trafalgar Rooms in which
Nelson had allegedly supplied before its final voyage.
A typical and delicious English Dinner of the Navy was
served. Together with for us yet unknown toasts,
Shanties of the Navy like the “Hearts of Oak” and a
presentation of a model of a ship of the line, decorated
with sparklers.

Here, the roast beef with gravy and Yorkshire pudding
tastes great, too. Together with the touching environment, the exact military service and the magnificent
table equipment – it will be always memorable for us.
Also, the weather was nice with a smooth autumn sun
on the Gosport, the sea inlet of Portsmouth.
The return of this impressive trip turned out easily
Thursday, the 13th November 2012
Hannes Hochmuth was 70 years “young”“

11.11.2012

Our vice-president of the Navy Camaraderie Archduke Ferdinand Max (MK-EFM) in CSLI Navy Corps
and in the Austrian Navy Association, celebrated
his 70th birthday at 8th Nov.2012. To mark this anniversary, and to honour his many years of service
as the “Super Photographer of the CSLI of the Lazarus Union” any loyal member, Colonel CSLI Hannes Hochmuth, as the second member of the Lazarus Union (after our chairman of the advisory
board, Colonel ret. Adolf H. Neidhart), was
awarded with this very rare given award, the
“Grand Cross of Merit Medal of the Lazarus Union”.
In a small ceremony on 13.11.2012 Hannes Hochmuth
were presented the insignia of this very high and very
rare this award. In his speech, the president of the Lazarus Union prides the companionship, the loyalty and
the reliable long-term service in the accordance of our
guiding principles and shared values of our comrade
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and friend Hannes Hochmuth. The MK-EFM, the CSLI
Navy Corps and the entire Lazarus Union congratulates.
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of the “Förderkreis "Gute Stube" e.V.”, it was finished. In the approach, I made to myself thus some
thoughts about what I should mention in my
speech.
I got ideas of bridge building or walls which one should
diminish symbolically in our society to guarantee a
peaceful cooperation. The texts of both documents
stated already everything and thus I decided to make
a speech about the foundation history and the projects
realised till this day of the "Gute Stube" to the 10-yearold existence of the sponsoring society. In the eve still
flew fast over the text, here and there a few smaller
changes, I could concern calmly the day of the jubilee.

Monday, the 19th. November 2012
Partnership Lazarus Union with the “Förderkreis
"Gute Stube" e.V.” in Neu Wulmsdorf (Germany”
Report: Hans-Georg Pesch, Col CSLI
After some longer conversations and preliminary
works, like sending invitations, provide documents and speeches, with the command of the UNION LAZARUS Vienna and the board of directors
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The 19th of November. Against expectation we had
very sunny weather, although the evening was dank
and very foggy. Sharp 10 o'clock arrived my lifelong
companion (also a CSLI member) and I at the Provita
club where the celebration should take place. This
club serves festivities, advanced training measures
and on Sundays is used also with pleasure by inhabitants of the home and their members as a café. Several
supporting hands were already occupied with the
preparations. Drinks were provided, bistro tables
"cover" with wise cloths and other decorations made.
The first high-ranking guests arrived and greetings
and conversations were exchanged how it should be
different, with a glass of champagne or who it rather
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might with orange juice. I had the opportunity to answer some questions about the CSLI and the UNION
LAZARUS before the beginning of the ceremonious
act, because I had appeared representative of the UNION LAZARUS and CSLI Germany in uniform what
woke up of course the curiosity of some sponsoring
society members and guests. Luckily, I still had business cards with the Internet address of the UNION
LAZARUS, besides, which I could distribute.
11 o'clock beginning of the celebration „10-year-old jubilee of the sponsoring society „„Gute Stube“. 1. Chairpersons, Mr. Tschöpe, spoke the prefatory greeting
words and welcomed the persons present in particular
on the heartiest one. A small chronological expiry of
the foundation up to this unforgettable day followed,
then the word to the mayor of the municipality Neu
Wulmstorf, man became W. Rose branch gives. This
appreciated the efforts of the sponsoring society and
took to the occasion to cite a striking sentence from
the only recently provided homepage of the conveyor
association.
„It is our profit if we recognise that the inhabitants acclimatise by the event offer fast to the new surroundings and settle down after the shortest time and feel
fine“. This one sentence had so fascinated him that he
promised to exert himself further for all interests of the
conveyor association and the home inhabitants also in
future. The address of Mr. Krentzien, press agents followed with the Casa Reha enterprise group in Oberursel (home company society).
Also in this speech was clearly expressed that the engagement and the achievements of the conveyor association and his many members as well as the honorary assistants is also appreciated by the Casa Reha
enterprises. As a present a bench was handed symbolically for the big terrace which the sponsoring society had wished for the inhabitants by 200 EUR of
voucher by the press agent to the chairperson.
In the connection of this speech Mr. Tschöpe handed
over the word to me. Although I had well prepared everything, nevertheless, I was a little nervous and promised my speech to hold so briefly as possible, because
I am, besides, also no big speaker. In my speech, I
appreciated the achievements of the conveyor association of the foundation date till this day and thanked all
diligent assistants, as well as the "honorary", without
which such achievements and success would have
hardly been possible.
After my speech, a small interruption followed for a
strengthening and the possibility to exchange conversations together. Also, here I had inquiries from part of
the guests to inform about the work of the UNION LAZARUS. Also, the wish became clear that I should form
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an evening of information what I promised with pleasure. To me became conscious with the fact that I had
laid out not enough information, besides, luckily, I had
like flyer etc., enough business cards.
Mr. Tschöpe raised to speak sharp 12 o'clock to seal
the partnership between the UNION LAZARUS and
the sponsoring society. After a short address, the documents were signed by the board members and me.
1st Chairpersons read out the text of the sponsoring
society document and I the text of the union document
and the documents were handed to both partnership
representatives.
For the end of the ceremonious act I could hand one
more friendship document of the UNION LAZARUS
with a friendship medallion with a small bouquet in the
union colours Green / Yellow
Saturday, the 8th December 2012
Solemnity of the Patron Saint of the Order of Radetzky and Signing of a Partnership Treaty between the Order of Radetzky and the Lazarus Union

A delegation of the Lazarus Union participated in the
celebrations: Wolfgang Steinhardt, Erich Kadlec,
Helmuth Neidhart, Christoph Ptak, Josef Maria Gebel,
Algis Klimaitis, Dr. Oswin Hochstöger, Dipl.-Ing. Herbert Paulis and wife, Werner Winkelhofer and son,
Hannes Hochmuth, Gregor Holubek, Peter Jung, and
Raphael Kitavujja.
This year the High Mass was celebrated in the
Prandtauer Church in St. Pölten. Here the Order of Radetzky has found a new spiritual home.
The ceremonial High Mass was celebrated by the spiritual head of the order, Rector Professor DDr. Reinhard Knittel. It was a real experience to participate
once again in a mass celebrated in the Tridentine
Rites from 1962. Also, the chorus was most impressive, performing works from J. E. Eberlin (1702 –
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1762) and Messa di S. Giuseppe. The new organ was
performing in perfect harmony.

Subsequent to the High Mass a secular ceremony
took place. After successful cooperation for some
years already the Order of Radetzky and the Lazarus
Union exchanged partnership certificates, advocating
a continuation of the good and close cooperation.
The Grand Master of the Order of Radetzky KR Harry
Tomek (also a member of our Knighthood of Honour)
presented the document to our President, Senator
Wolfgang Steinhardt. After that some members of the
order were decorated with honours.
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Com.Kadlec:

Navy Cross 1st class

Com. Paulis:

Grand Commander´s Cross

Com. Holubek:

Appreciation Cross with Star

Com. Jung:

Protectorate‘s Cross with Sash
of the Cross of Honour

Then a lunch was taken in the summer refectory of the
Bishop‘s palace.
Here our president also presented the copy of the Lazarus version of the partnership treaty to the Grand
Master of the Order of Radetzky.
The Austria Humanitas Corps-AHC joined the Lazarus
Union as 61th group member. President Steinhardt
presented the documents to Ing. Funtakt, President of
the AHC, at the same time promoting him to the rank
of CSLI Brigadier General. The Lazarus Union looks
forward to continuation of the good and close cooperation with both organisations.
Thursday, the 13th to Wednesday 19th December
2012
Consecration of the flag in Tenerife

The ceremonial framework gave a nice chance to also
decorate several comrades from the Lazarus Union.
The bestowed awards:
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Report by Prof. Hans König, Commodore CSLI Navy
Corps, Canary Islands
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Our Tenerife CSLI group MK-EFM (Marinekameradschaft Erzherzog Ferdinand Max) was eagerly
looking forward to the blessing of their new standard. Union Commander Senator h.c. Wolfgang
Steinhardt had promised to partake in the event
and the island appeared at its best with regard to
the weather. For the whole time of his stay there
were blue skies only, the Atlantic Ocean decorated
itself with white crests, and the mild weather with
25 degrees did the “Island of eternal spring“
credit.

13.12.2012
The 3,718-m high Mount Teidegreet visitors from all
sides of the island and so we waited cheerfully at the
airport as Wolfgang … did not arrive. After a clarifying
telephone call, it turned out that his suitcase together
with all his decorations got stuck in Berlin. Day after
day we were put off with promises and it was only on
Saturday when the piece finally arrived. A great feeling
of relief came up, not only with Wolfgang!

In the meantime, I showed him a small part of the island. We visited Humboldt’s View at the edge of the
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Orotava Valley, a natural amphitheatre spread out at
the ocean‘s beach in Puerto de la Cruz, the touristic
centre of the north of the island between banana plantations. The great scientist Alexander von Humboldt
visited the location in 1799 and enthused over the
beautiful sight of the valley in his itinerary. Then we
strolled around Puerto with its picturesque streets, its
seashore, and the fisherman‘s port.
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island is kept, and the statue of St. Jacob of Santiago,
the Moor-slayer, is on display. July 25th is his Saint‘s
day and because of this, legends say that the Spanish
troops are invincible on that day. Also, the modern
buildings of Santa Cruz with its major port and the new
Auditorium are quite attractive.
Finally, Wolfgang‘s suitcase was delivered and the examination of all the decorations to be awarded the next
day was due. Also, my neighbours, Capt. Dipl.-Ing.
Hartmut Rust, a retired Colonel of the German Air
Force and his wife SenCdr. Dunka Rustova visited for
a try-on of their new badges of rank.
16.12.2012

The old customs house, the bold bastions with brave
cannons, and the many churches and picturesque
sites are worth quite a few photos. At night, there was
an Austrian style dinner prepared by my wife Anita
where Wolfgang met my adjutant and commander of
the Guard, SenCdr. Ferdinand Graf and his wife.
14.12.2012
The next day we went to an altitude of 2,200 m to the
Teide peak and the ancient remains of a huge volcano, the Cañadas. Entire fields of glittering obsidian
and strange rock formations make a visit to this highest mountain in Spain a unique experience indeed.
The sky was clear and cloudless, something I did not
find often on my visits to this colossus.

Our CSLI Tenerife group‘s highlight was due, the consecration of our new flag. Celebrations commenced in
front of the Ermita (chapel) of San Telmo at one o
‘clock. San Telmo is the patron saint of seafarers and
fishermen and so it was obvious to perform the act of
consecration of our new standard there.
A small plain but aged church which is the domicile of
the island‘s German Catholic parish for decades. Our
band, the Dixie Orodine, intoned the entrance march
and our little procession entered, accompanied by our
Guard of Honour. Deacon Wolfram Boltz, long-time
pastor of the German congregation, welcomed us
warmly. The church was filled up to the last seat.
After a short service in German language the blessing
and nailing of the new standard commenced. Our flag
patron María Mercedes Álvarez de Vázques Zerolo
assisted our deacon. Wolfgang Steinhardt delivered a
short and formidable speech where he impressively
outlined the historic roots of the CSLI and today‘s
goals of the Lazarus Union.
After that our meritorious members were honoured
with awards:

15.12.2012
Actually, I wanted to show Wolfgang the military museum in the capital of Santa Cruz. Many models of the
Battle of July 25th, 1797, showing Nelson’s attack on
Santa Cruz are adored there, as well as the Cannon
“El Tigre”, which according to legend shot away Nelson’s right arm. However, the museum which usually
is always open preferred to remain closed that day and
so we returned back to the old city centre.
In the Cathedral of Our Lady of Conception, dating
back to the 16th Century, the defender of the city
against Nelson, General Gutiérrez is buried, the cross
of conquest reminding of the Spanish conquest of the
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SenCdr. CSLI NC Ferdinand Graf, commander of the standard
guard.
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and also, the patron of our standard, Mrs. Maria Mercedes Àlvarez Vázques de Zerolo.
Our music accompanied the commemoration of the
dead with the Spanish “La muerte no es el final” –
“Death is not the end.” A very moving melody that constituted also the end of our little celebration.

SenCdr. CSLI NC Dunka Rustova.

Cpt. CSLI NC Col. retd. Dipl.-Ing. Hartmut Rust.
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The procession led our members along the sea where
the waves whipped up the surf furiously that day, to
Punta del Viento, a landmark in Puerto de la Cruz,
where the closure took place with the tune of the Radetzky March. A large crowd had gathered to admire
this beautiful event and applauded cheerfully.
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On the terrace of the venerable hotel Marquesa where
already Humboldt had stayed we ended this wonderful
ceremony with a cheerful meal and a concert of our
music.
17.12.2012
That day my wife Anita accompanied Wolfgang and
together they visited our highlight, the Loro Parque.
This is a modern zoo currently celebrating its 40th anniversary with many shows and performances.

As Commodore of our group this week was a highlight
in my life in Tenerife and I heartily thank our Union
Commander and all our members for their active and
helpful participation.
Saturday, the 22nd December 2012
Knightsball in the „Wiener Hofburg“

They enjoyed orcas, dolphins, sea lions, and the cute
parrots. It took them seven hours to visit just the most
important stations in our beautiful Loro Parque, which
extends over a whole mountain. As Wolfgang said: “…
an absolute must to visit this attraction, which can be
classified in the top row of similar parks around the
world…”

Tuesday passed quietly in Puerto de la Cruz and in
our home in El Sauzal, where Wolfgang visited our little naval home, the museum bar on the highest point
of our property. Wednesday Wolfgang departed from
the south airport dedicated to Reina Sofía, finally in
time and without any problems.
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After two years the European Business Assembly
once again celebrated their Knight’s Great Ball in
Vienna‘s Hofburg.
The pre-Christmas full-dress reception already has
become good tradition. On invitation of our friends and
Lazarus Union members Ivan Savvov (Director EBA
and Lazarus Union Knight of Honour) and Anton Savvov (General Director Assembly of Business Circles)
a delegation of the CSLI joined the celebration: General Secretary Kadlec (delegation leader), Treasurer
of the Lazarus Union Leithner together with his wife,
Vice General Secretary Ptak together with his wife,
CSLA Treasurer Gebel, Lazarus Union Knight of Honour counsellor Marku, and Peter Steinhardt together
with Ms. Havlac.
Over a glass of champagne, we met our friends and
some familiar faces, also some new contacts were
made.
Finally, the doors to the ceremonial chamber opened,
the welcome ceremony commenced. Messages of
greetings were spoken by Johann Habsburg-Lothringen (Grandmaster of the Order of the Byzantine
Knights of the Holy Sepulchre) and Prof. Wil Goodheer
(Grand Chancellor of the Order de La Valette. Members of the Lazarus Union and of the Order of the Holy
Sepulchre were introduced by name.
The highlight of the celebration for many members
was “Ad gloriam!“, honours for personalities from Europe, Asia, and Africa for outstanding excellence in
economics, science, culture, and social achievements.
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Well known and especially popular are the honours
“International Socrates Award“ and the “Queen Victoria Commemorative Medal“.
New members were affiliated with the Order of the
Holy Sepulchre (among them also Ivan Savvov – Lazarus Union Knight of Honour) and the “Order de Valett.“
After this a “Banquet in honour of the laureates and
guests of the ball“ followed. The musical framework
was in the hands of bandmaster Udo Zwilfer, manager
of the Salon Orchestra Alt Wien.
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the ministry of water resources of the province of Córdoba to provide an arrangement of rivers and streams,
considering from currents and bank courses. This
should help in the prevention of high water and spring
tides which show serious dangers for unsuspecting
tourists above all in summer.

After a musical program, “Alles Walzer“ was the invitation for dance to the public. A group of young ladies
and gents from dancing school Immervoll gave the
opening dance.
Many guests from more than 20 countries visibly enjoy
the evening and the atmosphere in the Hofburg.
The impressive gala finally came to an ending. All participants will think back with fondness to this wonderful
event
Participants are coming from:
Albania, Austria, Bangladesh, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia, Ghana, India, Israel, Macedonia, Malaysia, Mongolia, Mozambique, Nigeria, Poland, Republic of Azerbaijan, Republic of Belarus, Republic of
Kazakhstan, Republic of Tajikistan, Russian Federation, Serbia, UAE, Ukraine, UK.
December 2012
CSLI Argentina
In 2012 our focus lay on the enlargement of the number of the members and the beginning of the training
at extreme places and under extreme conditions. This
year we became 30 "Beetles". CSLI Argentina exists
of 35 members. Our first job was a cooperation with
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